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Introduction

JOHN CROES and STEVE REUYS
Adult Literacy Resource Institute

The articles in thiSfirst
issue of Connections were se-
lected with several.things in
mind. We wanted this collec-
tion to: 1) reflect the diver-
sity of activities taking place
in adult earnation in the Boston
area; 2) appeal to a wide variety
of people working in adult edu-1
cation and be of practical use
to them in the field; and 3) be
.interesting and readable, as
well as present a varietS, of
approaches and styles. We feel
that these, intentions have been
met to a large degree.

Topics of the articles range
from reading, math, and ESL to
the GED and the External Diploma
Program, from counseling and
holistic teaching to forms of
literacy and the history of one
individual class' special pro-
jects. The articles also exhibit
a variety of approaches: four
(Greene, Croes, Frankenstein, and
MacGowan) are essentially "how-to"
articles for teachers, with vary-
ing amounts of background and
theory provided as well; Horne's
is almost exclusively focused on

theory; Gedal's discusses a'spe-
cific program component; Chambers'
describes a particular curricu-
lum; Russell's takes a narrative
approach to telling the story of
one class; and Schear's is an
orientation booklet directed
toward students. The following
paragraphs will briefly introduce
each of these articles and give
some of our thoughts on ways in
which they relate to one another
and to the overall field of adult
education and adult literacy.

Jean Chambers presents the
results of one agency's striving
for a competency-based method of
GED preparation in her article,
"A New Competency-Based Approach
to the GED." She begins with a
useful discussion of competency-
based education (CBE) and compe-
tency-based adult education
(CBAE), then explains the deci-
sions she and others had to make
to arrive at the particular ap-
proach they would take in develop-
ing the curriculum, and finally
concludes with a presentation of
their program as it currently
exists.

5



Croes and Reuys -- 2 -- Introduction

John Croes' work with, teachers
of Indochinese refugees in Thai-
land and the Philippines provided
the basis for his article, "Lis,7
tening Discrimination," which
delineates the value of listeninc,
exercises in a language class.
Besides helping students to focus
on listening as a skill and to
develop that ability in a non-
threatening way, listening exer-
cises help both the teachers and
the student verify what the stu-
dent has understood. Moreover,
the author maintains that deve-
loping listening skills helps
thecatudent become an indepen-
dent learner who is more capable
of directing his/her own learn-
ing outside the class. The ar-
ticle presents a number of for-
mats that teachers can Use in
developing exercises and issues
'to consider before presenting
them.

In "A Different Third 'R':
Radical Math," .Rarilyn Franken-
stein compellingly argues for
an approach to math literacy
that enables people to "reason
quantitatively,...to use num-
bers to clarify issues and to
support or refute opinions" in
their daily lives. She describes
a mathematics course that,
through content and method, both
broadens political consciousness
and makes the participants active
self-educators, in addition to
to math:

The needs and opportunities
facing adult education programs
in the area of counseling for ESL
students (and, by extension,
counseling for all students) is
the subject of Stuart Gedal's

. article, "A Counseling Model for
ESL Students." He explores some
of the specific reasons for doing
this sort of counseling, quali-
ties needed in such a counselor,
and problems that may be discov-
ered during the process. The

article highlights the importance
of supportive services, such as
counseling, in adult basic educa-
tion, especially ESL, and it em-
phasizes the fact that our pro-
grams and learning centers exist,
not in a vacuum, but within the
context of a specific community,
various population groups, and
a myriad of other social service
agencies and organizations.

Sylvia Lotspeich Greene's ar-
ticle, "Organizing a Language Arts
Program for Func' .onally Illiterate
Adults in a Classroom Setting,"
describes in detail the multifac-
eted components of a basic read-
ing and writing Program and cur-
riculum for adults. Though advo-
cating small group instruction
for basic.reading and writing,
the article will be helpful both
to teachers in classrooms of all
sizes and to the volunteer tutors
whom more and more programs are
using to work with individual
students. Significantly, many
of the techniques she discusses
have successfully helped learning-
disabled adults, a population
most classroom teachers under-
stand insufficiently. Here,
then, is a thorough outline of
what has evolved into a compre-
hensive reading/writing program
over several years at one center.

Lynel Horne's "Missing Pieces:
A Proposal to Reappraise Adult
Literacy Using Different Frames
of Mind" surveys the literature
and thinking on the definitions
and, effects of literacy. Reject-
ing the claim that"literacy, nec-
essarily, in and of itself, af-
fects generalized changes in cog-
nitive ability and metalinguistic
knowledge," Horne argues that
written literacy is simply another
`symbolic technology which is use-
ful for a particular task. She
contends that a "frames of mind"
approach provides a broader per-
spective on literacies and the

6



Croes and Reuys 3 -- Introduction

tasks they enable people to
perform. ,

Adele MacGowan's
"Holistic Teaching and Learning
Methods," discusses some of the
ideas that fall under the cate-
gory of "holistic" approaches to
teaching--that is, those strate-
gies which engage the learner in
real and substantive contexts for
learning. She focuses on four
specific holistic techniques--the
language experience approach, dia-
logue journal writing, conference-
centered writing, and the use of
ethnographic techniques. Each
of these approaches involves a
good deal of writing by the stu-
dents, and the ideas in this arti-
cle are important both for their
applicability in working with
students specifically on writing
(which also comes under such
other rubrics as "English,"
"grammar," etc.) and for their
value in presenting different
types of writing as teaching
strategies In other areas.

O

In his article, "Spepial Pro-
jects in ESL--One Class' Story,"
David Russell tells how a maga-
zine of student writings and a
videotape focusing on students'
lives came into being through
one of his ESL classes. In his
narrative, he discusses how the
idea of these projects originated,
the process by which they were
developed, and the problems that
were encountered along the way:
This article presents an inter-
esting view of a class that, in
the orientation of its activi-
ties, chose to look, at least
partially, outward toward the
community rather than exclusively
inward toward itself.

Elaine Schear's contribution,
"Making Things Clear--A Program
Handbook Really Written for Stu-
dents," is the actual brochure
which her agency, Women, Inc./

WEAVE, gives to their students
as they enter Boston's EXfernal
Diploma Program at their site.
While the handbook does present
information about the Boston EDP,
it was chosen for inclusion here
primarily as 'an example of the
clear and concise information
that education programs (and
others) need to provide their
students. It's an example of
public writing that is truly in-
tended to communicate to its audi-
ence, rather than to provide in-

in the formal, jargon-
filled, frequently incomprehen-
sible language that is too often
typical of. human service and
educational institutions.

Although these articles do
intentionally span a wide range
of topics, we would like to men-
tion some of the connections be-
tween articles that occured to
us as we read and edited this
material.

Adele MacGowan's holistic ap-
proaches and the more "agenda-
based" programs described, for
example, by Sylvia Greene and
Jean Chambers provide an inter-
esting contrast. One issue that
has been of concern to programs
of the Boston Adult,Literacyjni-
tiative, reflecting as they do
a competency-based model, is to
what extent the CBAE approach
prescribes or proscribes partic-
ular content and teaching tech-
niques. Although CBAE certainly
does emphasize the specifying of
objectives and the directing of
instruction toward these objec-
tives, it is nevertheless our
view that a CBAE approach should
allow for a wide variety of
teaching techniques, including
those here termed "holistic."

David Russell's article has
several interesting points of
comparison with Stuart Gedal's.
Besides the obvious fact that
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both are concerned with ESL pop-
ulations, the projects under-
taken by Russell's class fit
very well with the type of com-
munity outreach by adult educa-
tion programs that Gedal refers
to, and the "outside-the-class"
problems which surface through
tiese protects well exemplify
the types of problems Gedal's
ESL counseling seems directed
at. Russells's projects may
also be viewed in the light of
MacGowan's article as examples
of holistic approaches to teach-
ing and learning.

MacGowan's and Gedal's arti-
cles connect in that both are
concerned with treating the stu-
dent as a whole person. Whether
with regard to the creating of
situations that totally involve
the student in real learning or
to the providing of the services
and support that enable students
to take part in learning at all,
both articles emphasize that
students must be treated as total
persons rather than as collec-
tions of unrelated parts.

IRWIN&

Both Frankenstein and Croes
describe methods that nourish a
similar goal for adults--the de-
velopment of skills and attitudes
that enable active, self-directed
learning. To this end, Franken-
stein employs dialogue journals,
an unusual approach for a math
class, but one which MacGowan
uses to encourage writing. Frank-
enstein's thoughts also cogently
illustrate the necessity of math
literacy, one of the frames of
mind or "intelligences" Horne
describes in her more encompass-
ing look at literacy.

Finally, Horne's article poses
an interesting and challenging
perspective from which to view
the other articles contained
here, since she questions com-
monly accepted definitions of
literacy and the overwhelming
importance our society attaches
to literacy as it is thus defined.

We hope you enjoy reading these
articles and discovering your own
connections.

41111MEN1.11111.11111111

As a means of promoting multi-cultural awareness as well as student
involvement in the community and the school, th students and staff
of the Jamaica Plain Adult Learning Program each year organize a
Cultural Fair. Shown here are Honduran students in the program
setting up their booth at this year's fair, held on May 2nd at
the Jamaica Plain Community School. (Photo: Carey Reid)
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College in Ohio and a Masters in
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DAVID 0. RUSSELL visited and
wrote about community education
projects in six states in 1982.
He then worked as a literacy
teacher in Nicaragua and as a com-
munity organizer in Maine before
teaching adults at the Cardinal
Cushing Center for the Spanish
Speaking. Now living'in Washing-
ton, D.C., he is a production
assistant for the public television
series, "Smithsonian World" and
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she is currently coordinator of the
External Diploma Program. She has
lien a photographer for the past
7 years and likes to combine these
interests as much as possible.
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A Different Third "R'iLit
Radical Math

MARILYN FRANKENSTEIN
University of Massachusetts/BoSton

Mathematical literacy is more
than the ability to calculate. It
is the ability to reason quanti-
tatively, the ability to use num-
bers to clarify issues and to
support or refute opinions. Yet
the proliferation of arithmetic
courses at the college level is
evidence that people are not
learning even basic computation
skills in school. Too many adults
cannot use numbers effectively in
their daily lives. This article
will briefly examine the causes of
this situation and will piitline a
basic arithmetic course that not
only teaches adults math effec-
tively, but raises their political
consciousness and empowers them to
analyze and question the status .

quo, and to fight back.

The reasons why people aren't

v

lear ing math undermines their
femininity; intellectual stereo-
typing leads many people to
believe that learning math is too
hard for them; meaningless, boring
school work serves to prepare
people for meaningl ss, boring
fobs.

Underlying all, these scandals
is the fact that '?the ruling class
can more effectively keep people
oppressed when these people cannot
break through the numerical lies
and obfuscations thrown at them
daily. A mathematically illiter-
ate populace can be lulled by the
media into belieying, for example,
that racism is disappearing; for
it will not think to answer back
that median black income was 61
percent of median white income in
1969 and only 57 percent in 1977,

learning math involve the scandals that official black youth unem-
of education in our society: too ployment was 45 percent in 1979
many teachers babysit instead of compared to 16 peicent for white
helping students learn; too many youth, or that nonwhite infant

eteachets convey their own hatred mortality rates were 21.7 per
or fear of math to their students; 1,000 births in 1977 compared to
the math curriculum is irrelevant 12.3 per 1,000 births for whites.
to students' lives; the math cur- When promoters of nuclear energy
riculum is boring. More complex argue that nuclear power plants
reasons involve the scandals,of provide 12 percent of our elec-
our society: sexual stereotyping tricity, only a mathematically
leads many women to believe that sophisticated populace could

A
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Frankenstein - -. 8 --Radical Math

counter that nuclear energy pro-
vides just 3 percent of our total
energymneeds.(1)

Most collde arithmetic courses
emphasize rote computation drills
and sword problems whose solutions
fit a few simple patterns. .they

. are based on what Paulo Freire
calls "banking".methods: "expert"
teachers depoSit knowledge in thZ'
presumably blank minds of their
students; students memokize .the
required rules and expect future
dividends.(2) At best, such cour:-
ses make people minimally profi-'
cient iri basic math and able to
get somewhat better paying jobs
than, those who can' pass math
skills competence tests. But they°
do not help people learn to think
critically or to use numbers in ,

their daily lives. At worst, they
train people to follow rules obe-
diently, without understanding,
and to take their proper place in
society, without questioning..

)f.

"The aim of the course is to
educate people to want radical
social change while giying
them bpth the math literacy
tools necessary to challenge
ruling ideas and the
coopbrative learning ex-
periences necessary to create
artia live in a new society."

MEW

The radical math literacy
course which I will describe is
based on the idea, expressed by
Freire, that illiteksates "are '

not marginal to the structurii
(of cpciety),.but oppressed ...
within it. sAlienated ... they
cannot overcome their dependency
by 'incorporati into the very
structure Tespon 'ble for their
dependency. There no other
road to.humanization - theirs as
well as everyone else's -but

authentic transformation of the
dehumanizing structure." (3) The
content of this course teaches
arithmetic 4hile simultaneously
raising political consciousness.
Its methods try to break down tra-
ditional authoritarian teacher-
student relationships by giving
students meaningful control over
their learning process. The aim
of the course is to educate people
to want radical social change
while giving them both the math
literacy tools necessary to chal-
lenge ruling ideas and the coop-
erative learning experiences
necessary to create and live in a
new society.

Education is never neutral.
Traditional education and daily
life bombard students with oppre
sive pro-capitalist ideology.
trivial application like tota
a grocery bill carries the no
neutral message that paying or .

food is natural. Even traditional
math courses which provide no
real-life data carry. the hidden
message that 'learning math has
nothing to do with learning to
understand and control the world.
Radical courses such. as this try
to show'that there is another
point of view. I believe the best
we can do as teachers is to tell
students our own biases and en-
courage them to'use numbers to
support whatever opposing views
they hold. (4) By having students
examine issues quantitatively and
by providing data that moststu-
dents would not otherwise obtain,
we are not feeding students prop-
aganda, but helping them to think
critically and to ask incisive
questions about the conditions of
society.

CONTENT

n this radical math course,
arithmetic skills are learned
through political application. (I)
In addition to raising stu-
dents' ipolitical consciousness by
using numbers to expose the in-
equalities and insanities inour

12



Frankentein-- 9 --Radical Math

society, the content of this course
provides many other political bene-
fits.

First, class discussions which
use math to analyze complex, adult
issues increase students' intellec-
tual self-image. Touching on a
wide variety of topics adds to the
students' background knowledge and
therefore improves their ability to
argue effectively. As students
gain Confidence in their own intel-
ligence, they become more willing
to voice their opinions and chal-
lenge what they have been taught.

Second, radical math is an ideal
subject for practicing the slow,
careful thinking that people need
to examine critically the structure
of our society. Because a math
text must be read slowly, by fill-
ing in steps between the lines,
students are forced to slow down
their intake of information. Be-
cause small visual changes in the
symbols can totally change the
meaning of a mathematical expres-
sion, students are forced to slow
down their perceptions. Because
the political application problems
in this course either contain more
information than needed; or re-
quire finding additional informa-
tion, students get practice exam-
ining and searching for data,
rather than immediately spitting
out an answer. And because this
course asks students to formulate
their own math problems, they get
practice examining the consequen-
ces of many possible situations
before determining what questions
they can ask and answer.

Thira', since the applications
come. from e wide variety of
areas, it is more than likely
that students will raise subject
matter questions that the teacher
cannot answer. This provides,
students with an important ex-
perience: realizing that the
teacher is not an "expert" with
all the answers. It encourages

students tq become skilled at
searching for information to an-
swer their own questions. Thus,,
students become what Freire calls
"critical co-investigators in
dialogue with the teacher."(8)

Finally, radical math chal-
lenges the fragOented view of
society presented by a tradi-
tional curriculum which breaks
knowledge into separate, unrela-
ted issues, to be discussed only
by specialists. Whensmath is
taught as a necessary part of\a
careful analysis of the condi-\
tions of society, students havea
clear example of how knowledge of
specific subjects can be integra-
ted to give a critical under-
standing of the world.

"I-believe the best we can do
as teachers is to tell students
our own biases and encourage
them to use numbers to sup-
port whatever opposing views
they hold."

The following sample problem&
illustrate how to integrate the
teaching of basic mathematics with
the raising of political conscious-
ness, and how to foster critical
thinking by expanding traditional
problem-solving techniques to in-
clude definition of problems and a
gathering of required information. (7)

APPLICATIONS OF OPERATIONS
WITH DECIMALS

According to the Boston Globe
(12/27/80), an unpublished Depart-
ment of Energy study-&tates-that
since its beginning nuclear power
has benefited from federal aid in
five major areas: $23.6 billion
for research and development,
$237.4 million to promote foreign
reactor sales, $2.5 billion for

13



Frankenstein -- 10 --Radical Math

uranium market promotion, $7.1
billion in fuel enrichment pric-
ing aid, and $6.5 billion for
management of wastes, mining spoils
cleanup, and unpaid decommissioning
costs.

1) Find the total federal sub-
sidy to the nuclear power industry.

. (This additional problem re-
quires understanding how decimals
are used with the words million
and billion. It can also help im-
prove students' intuitions about
large numbers. A powerful way of
describing the gigantic amount,
$40 billion, is to have the class
compute that, spending at the rate
of $1,000 per hour, it would take
over 100 years to spend just $1
billion! There are many good
charts, put out by organizations
like SANE (514 C Street, Washing-
ton, DC 20002), that give speci-
fics on how much in human services
our nuclear power and nuclear arm-
ament spending costs us.)

2) a) Write a brief statement
of your opinion about nuclear
power. b) Work in a group with
three or four others who have simi-
lar opinions. List 'the kinds of
numerical data that wcTld support
your opinion. c) Fina at least one
of the facts that you feel would
support your opinion and describe
how you would find the others.

(The goal of this exercise is to
make students aware of how people
find and use numbers to support
their arguments. For example, this
study reported that without these
subsidies nuclear power would be
twice as costly (4.7' per kwh) and
unable to compete with oil-fired
electricity, currently the most
expensive power (-3.75 per kwh).
A pamphlet, 'Nuclear Economics: An
Invitation to Ruin," can be ob-
tained from the Clamshell Alli-
ance, 595 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02139.)

APPLICATIONS OF PERCENT

According to "Eating Better for
Less" by Lucille Sandwith '(Food
Monitor, Sept.-Oct., 1980, pp. 8-
12), fifty out of the 32,000 U.S.
food manufacturing firms make 75
percent of the net profits. Of
these top fifty corporations,
thirty-one bought 63 percent of the
national media advertising, or
roughly $5 billion in 1977. Of the
top twenty-five advertisers from
all industries, eighteen were food
companies.

1) What percent of the U.S. food
manufacturing firms make 75 percent
of the net profits?

(This question requires careful
reading since the many given per-
cents might be confused with the
percent asked for. And its solu-
tion serves a purpose: changing 50/
32,000 to 0.2 percent highlights
the fact that only a tiny percent
of the firms make most of the pro-
fits. The information in the ques-
tion can lead to a political dis-
cussion of agribusiness and cor-
porate monopoly in general, as well
as to a math-related discussion of
the advertising industry [70 per-
cent of television food advertis-
ing, for examples promotes low-
nutrient, high-calorie foods,
whereas only 0.7 percent promotes
fresh fruits and vegetables].)

2) Based on the information
given, create and solve a math
problem whose solution involves
using percents.

(Students will fully understand
percents when they understand which
percent problems can be created
from given information. -For-ex-
ample, hare students must realize
that you cannot find out how much
profit the top fifty firms make,
but you can find out how much money
is spent on national media adver-
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tising. Also, it is unclear whe-
ther the national media advertis-
ing figure 'refers to the total'
spent by food manufacturing firms
or by all industries. Students
must find more information in order
to clarify this.)

3) Read the entire article (on
reserve at the library) . Discuss
at least three points in the arti-
cle that are supported by the use
of percents.

(For more facts, contact Lucille
Sandwith, Director, Center for Farm
and Food Research, Box 88, Falls
Village, CT 06031.)

APPLICATIONS OF SIGNED NUMBERS

According to research done by
the Coalition for Basic Human Needs
(10 West Street, Boston, MA 02111)
in April, 1980, the AFDC welfare
grant provides $140 per month for
shelter costs: $96.20 for rent,
$26.30 for fuel, and $17.50 for gas
and electricity. Actual shelter
costs in every major Massachusetts
city exceed that allowance. This
means that to live on the welfare
budget you must go into debt.
Fill in the following chart, which
compares the AFDC debts in various
cities in Massachusetts:

This can lead to a political
discussion of poverty in this coun-
try and the role of welfare in
band-aiding the problems of our
economic system. Statistics which
show the disproportionate percent
of -non -white and female heads of
poverty families can broaden the
discussion to include the econom-
ics of racism and sexism. Also,
using research done by local poli-
tical action-groups can broaden
students' ideas-about how to col-
lect information outside librar-
ies, and may even encourage stu-
dents to get involved working with
a particular group.)

METHODS

Because, as Freire says, "a
project's methods cannot be dicho-
tomized from its content and
objectives, as if methods were
neutral and equally appropriate
for liberation or domination," (8)
new methods;,-as well as content,
are important in teaching a radi-
cal math course.

Traditional teaching methods
convince students that they are
stupid and inferior because they
can't do arithmetic, that they
have no knowledge to share with
others, and that they are Cheating

Actual

Average
AFDC
Rent

AFDC
Actual Utility

AFDC
Actual Fuel

Total

Monthly
City Rent(a) Debt Utility(b) Debt Fuel(c) Debt AFDC Debt

Boston $143.13 -46.93 47.79 64.08
Brockton 95.99 43.93 64.08
Cambridge 192.43 40.49 64.08
Fitchburg 76.23 45.69 64.08
Lawrence 78.91 41.01 64.08
New Bedford 74.90 +21.30 38.02 64.08
Pittsfield 108.05 36.87 64.0

87.58 19.34 64708

(a) Based on 1970 U.S. Census Bureau data for poverty families
(b) Based on rates for 355 kwh electricity and w.5 mcf gas usage
(c) Based on actual degree days in Massachusetts
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if they do their school work with
others. Such methods effectively
prepare students to compete for
work at boring jobs over which
they have no control.

The methods that follow are in-
tended to begin to undo the train-
ing students have received from
traditional schooling, to give
students a positive self-image,
and to encourage them to work to-
gether to accomplish the task at
hand. The techniques are effec-
tive when the reasons behind them
are disdussed in class.

ANALYZING ERROR PATTERNS

All wrong answers (except those
guessed wildly from pure anxiety)
involve some correct, logical
reasoning. For example, there is
logical thinking behind these in-
correct subtractions:

95 64 82
-48 -29 -36
53 45 54

This person realized that you sub-
tract each place-value column
separately and that you must sub-
tract smaller numbers from larger
numbers. However; he didn't know
how to "borrow," so he guessed by
subtracting the only way he could
imagine. The class not only ana-
lyzes this student's reasoning,
but also discusses how to convince
him that the method was wrong and
how to teach him correct meth-
ods. (9) Analyzing error patterns
provides non-rote reinforcement of
computation skills and shows stu-
dents that you respect thq,,ir in-
telligence and will not tlilnk
they are stupid when they make
errors. This, in turn, encourages
,students to respect thar own ane-
each other's intelligence.

KEEPING A MATH JOURNAL

Journals are an effective means
of reducing students' math anxiety.
They serve as vents for feelings
and act as concrete records of
progress for students who, too
often, belittle their own successes
and focus on what they cannot do.
The journal helps students realize
that they can now accomplish what
one month ago they thought was
impossible and helps them clarify
which learning techniques worked
best. Students are expected to
write in their journals for five
to ten minutes, three to four times
a week. Topics vary: how they
feel in class, how they attempt to
do the homework, how they use math
outside scho94., how they feel about,
their progress, and so on. I col-
lect the journals frequently and
comment on them. My comments offer
encouragement, alternative solu-
tions or perspectives, and explan-
ations of how students' remarks,on
learning math often apply to
learning in general.' Students'
comments on the class are very
helpful for my lesson planning. I
find time to read and comment on
journals when I don't collect home-
work assignments but instead give
students the answers to homework
problems and encourage them to
work on them in class and evaluate
their .learning together.

QUIZZES

I start most lessons with a
review and a one- or two- question
quiz. I correct the quiz in class
while students solve classworx
problems, return the quiz, and
review it immediately. The quizzes
tell me which topics the students
understand and which topics -con-
fuse them. TWITTTive the sLudents--
a clear message about what they
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were expected to learn from the
previous lesson. Also, giving
students many quizzes and then
discussing feelings about taking
tests, the fairness of the ques-
tions, and techniques for working,
under pressure gradually dimin-
ishes their test anxieties. In
addition, when end-term grades
are required, an abundance of
quiz grades can be helpful to
students.

STUDENTS TEACHING

iii order to teach a math prob-
lem to someone, you must be able
to recognize all the correct meth-
ods of solving it as well as the
logic behind incorrect methods.
At the beginning of the term, I
have students explain problems at
the board and then, after discus-
sing the difference between ex-
plaining and teaching, I gradu-
ally train them to teach. As
various students practice teach-
ing, they begin to involve many
other students and to ask them to
justify their answers. I remain
quiet; the class checks itself
and rarely lets a mistake go by..
The students get very involved,
arguing constructively and think-
ing creatively about solutions to
the problems. The student tea-
chers effectively involve even the
quiet students, who are more will-
ing to participate when it helps a
classmate. A feeling of solidar-
ity develops in the class as stu,
dents, learning from each other,
come to respect one another.
After many students have had a
chance to teach problems at the
board, the class attitude begins
to reflect their greater under-
standing of my role as teacher.
Students realize how difficult it

-tothink on one's feet, to--
write at the board, and to talk
to people who aren't paying atten-
tion. Having students teach helps
break down the authoritarian image

of the teacher and simultaneously
builds true respect for the hard
job good teachers do.

STUDENTS WORKING IN GROUPS

In order for the class to work
in groups, certain understandings
need to be developed: that people
learn at different rates, that they
learn by asking questions and ana-
lyzing their mistakes; and that
every problem can be solved in sev-
eral correct ways. While the class
works in .small groups, I circulate
among them to facilitate coopera-
tion and to help students who are
ahead realize that they can learn
by sharing their knowledge.

I suggest a structure for group
tasks by writing the task break-
down, with times, on the board, and
having the class evaluate how the
groups worked after each assign-
ment. The following are sample
group tasks:

1) Group Evaluation of Homework
(5 min.) a. Working in groups of
three or four, determine which home-
work problem was easiest.
(5 min.) b. Determine which home-
work problem was hardest.
(Evaluating homework questions is
a good lead into having students
create their own math problems.
Also, this task shows students that
because people learn in different
ways, they find different problems
easy or hard.

2) Group Creation of Quizzes
(15 min.) Working in groups of
three or four, create two quiz ques-
tions based on the previous lesson.
I will then choose from your ques-
tions to create today's quiz.
(Once studentt learn to create fair,__
compre-h-ensiVe test questions, they
will be able to anticipate the test
questions teachers will ask and
therefore be able to study effec-
tively for tests. Hopefully, the
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more practice students have in
creating questions, the more they
will become used to asking ques-
tions in school and in their daily
lives.)

FINAL NOTE

I must stress that although I
have been developing this curricu-
lum for six years, it,is still far
from finished. 'I want this course
to be more than just a respectful
alternative to the traditional,
condesaending;arithmeXic courses
taught to adults. I went this
course to radicalize students and
move them to action. There are two
potential underlying problems with
which I am currently grappling:
that, as with any "reform," there
is the danger the course goals
might lose their radical focus and
become blended into traditional,

---1115-eral -educational innovation; and

P
that the course curriculum might
create overwhelming pessimism in
students.

In the -,future, f would like to
add to the course quantitative data
showing victories that have been
won. I would like students to com-
plete an action project arising
from quantitative data they collect
on an issue that concerns them.
The project must be small enough in
scope to have a real chance of suc-
cess, so it does not wind up rein-
forcing the childhood message of
inherent impotence which, as
Jonathan Kozol points out, is so
effectively learned in school.(10)

"The journal helps students
realize that they can now ac-
complish what oie month ago
they thought was impossible
and helps them clarify which
learning techniques worked
best."

A radical math course can help
students focus and document their
criticisms of life under capital-
ism. But, I am now convinced that
it is vitally important for radical
educators to offer more than just a
critical analysis of society. I

welcome suggestions about how we
can also help give students the
hope and the energy to act.

FOOTNOTES

1. Dollars and Sense (July-Aug.,
1979), p.7 (their source: Census
Bureau, Current Population Reports,
P-60 series); Dick Cluster, Nancy
Rutter, and the staff of Dollar
and Sense, Shrinking Dollars, Van-
ishing Jobs (Boston: Beacon, 1980) ,
p.28; "Infant, Maternal and Neo-
natal Death Rates, and Fetal Death
Ratios, by Race: 1940 to 1977,"
Statistical Abstracts of the United\
States, No.108, p.75; Information
Please Almanac, 1979, pp.345, 347.

2. Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the
Oppressed (New York: Seabury Press,
1970), chapter 2.

3. Paulo Freire, Cultural Action
for Freedom (Cambridge, Mass.: Har-
vard Educational Review, 1970),
p.71.

4. As William Profriedt points
out, just the opposite happens in
most classrooms, where there exists
"a silly neutralism in'which teach-
ers believe they are just present-
ing facts and avoiding opinions or
value statements. They avoid value
statements because...they do not
be-I-I:eve that such statements -are--
s eptible Lo-ralional-inqui-ry and
verification. Of course in prac--
tice they are transmitting a-set of
values, but one which is not iden-
tified as such, and hence is not
open to critical inquiry." "Social-
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ist Criticisms of Education in the
United States: Problems and Possi-
bilities," Harvard Educational Re-
view (November, 1980) , p.477.

5. I also use pure math pat-
terns, puzzles, mathematical magic,
and mathematical art to add some
recreational interest to the
course.

6. Pedagogy of the Oppressed,
p.68.

7. These examples are not all
current. I chose them to illus-
trate the range of political appli-
cations and the types of critical;
creative thinking involved in the
curriculum. Also, the examples are
not in order of difficulty, and
they are longer and seem somewhat
harder to solve than when presented
as part of a gradual build-up over
a whole semester. Questions about

the course may be addressed to me
c/o Radical Teacher.

8. Cultural Action for Freedom,
p.44.

9. Other examples of error pat-
teNs can be culled from your tea-
ching experiences or found in
Robert B. Ashlock's Error Patterns
in Computation (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1976).

10. Kozol summarizes this message
of powerlessness: "Ask, and you may
rest 'assured that you will'be re-
fused, but you. will have dope as
much as you should, or as much as
anybody has the right to ask, by
the very fact of making the re-
quest." The Night Is Dark and I Am
Far From Home (New York: Bantam,
1975) , p.98.

SOURCES FOR RADICAL MATH EXAMPLES

In addition to daily newspapers and The Statistical Abstracts of the
United States, a number of progressive newspapers, magazines, pamphlets
and books are excellent sources of numerical data, tables and graphs.

Newspapers

The Guardian, 33 W. 17th St., New York, N.Y. 10011
In These Times, 1509 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL 60622

Magazines

Dollars and Sense (monthly popular socialist econdiic news and analy-
sis), 38 Union Square, Rm. 14, Somerville, MA 02143

The Nation, P.O. Box 1953, Marion, Ohio 43305

Environmental Action, Suite 731, 1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W.,
Washington, DC 20036

The Progressive, -40.9- East Main St:-;-- Madison, WI 53703

Pamphlets

"Portrait of Inequality: Black and White Children in America," by
Edelman. Children's Defense Fund, 1520 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.,
Washington, DC 20036
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"Fact Sheets on Institutional Racism" and "Fact Sheets on Institutional
Sexism," Council on Interracial Books for Children, 1841 Broadway,
New York, N.Y. 10023

"Women, Taxes and Federal Spending," by Robinson. Women's International
League for Peace and Freedom, 1213 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19107

"Military Budget Manual: How, to Cut arms Spending Without Harming
National Security," SANE Education Fund, 514 C St., N.E., Washington,
DC 20002

"World Military and Social Expenditures," Swaid. World Priorities, Box
N1003, Leesburg, VA 20075

"The Empty Pork Barrel: Unemployment and The Pentagon Budget," (a num-
ber of related pamphlets can also be obtained) Employment Research
Associates, 105 East Washtenaw, Lansing, MI 48933

"Why Do We Spend So Much Money?" and "What's Happening To Our Jobs?" by
Babson and Brigham. Popular Economics Press, Box 221, Somerville, MA
02143

"How to Research a Corporation" by Rose, Hoffman, Greenhouse. Union for
Radical Political Economics, 41 Union Square West, New York, N.Y.
10003

"Ford Anti-Report," (and other anti-reports which reconceptualize the
information in official corporate reports), Counter-Information
Services, 9 Poland St.e London Wl, England

Books

Demystifying Social Statistics, Irvine, Miles, Evans, eds. Pluto Press,
Unit 10 Spencer Court, 7 Chalcot Rd., London NW 1 8LH

0

A People's History of the United States (has a number of facts and
figures of people's successes) by Zinn. Harper and Row, New York

Food First: Beyond the Myth of Scarcity. by Lappe and Collin. Ballan-'
tine Books, Division of Random House, 201 E. 50th St., New York,
NY 10022

The Big Business Reader, Green and Massie, eds. The Pilgrim Press,
132 W. 31st St., New York, N.Y. 10010

The Rich and The Super Rich, Lundberg. Bantam Books, 666 5-th Ave-,
New York, N.Y. 10019

-------
Labor and Monepolv-C-apItal-r,-Exaverman. monthly Review Press, 155 W.23rd

St., New York, N.Y. 10011

The Capitalist System, Edwards, Reich and Weisshopf, eds. (analysis
which shows how all the numerical facts located in these sources are
linked together) Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632
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Holistic Teaching and
Learning Methods
Why They Work So Well 'and
How To Use Them in Your Classes

ADELE MacGOWAN
Roxbury, Community College

In recent years there have
been startling success stories
by educators using methods that
I will call "holistic." Some of
them are: the language experi-
ence approach (LEA); dialOgue
journal writing; conference-
centered writing; and teachers
and learners using ethnographic
techniques. They have all been
used with gree.t success for lit-
eracy development, for English-
as-a-Second-Language (ESL), and
some, for content areas, too.,
This article will describe the
the four methods mentioned and
discuss.their commonalities, so
that you will see the principles
behind the methods which make for
high levels of learning success.
Knowing these principles can help
you feel secure about using the
methods and/or devising other
equally successful techniques and
activities for your students.

My use of the term "holisticc"
here refers to educational

es cliiit-gtrtvez-tapit-
alize on what students bring to
the learning situation, i. e.,
their strengths. They enable
students to learn not only
through instruction, but through

the equally valid and powerful
avenues of discovery and inquiry.
Furthermore, holistic approaches
do not fragment learning into
disjointed, boring, artificial
pieces. They allow students to

with whole, real, and im-
portant learning situations, in
active and creative ways, bringing
all their skills to bear upon the
task at hand. They also make learn-
ing relevant, challenging, plea-
surable, and rewarding. Students
need not suffer through tedious
and needlessly repetitive tasks
which invariably lead to small
pay-offs anyway.

Holistic approaches provide
for learning in ways similar to
those in which children learn
their first' language: in natural,
supportive, interesting, impor-
tant, spontaneous, lbw-anxiety
situations, where the learner is
surrounded with lots of context
and talk, and in which the learn-
er can bOth initiate and respond
in the discovery - inquiry process,
as s/he creatively seeks to learn.
Ins'tN hese situations, no one is
instructing the child in any
structUre'd way; all instruction
is .reactive. The child has inter-
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actions with caretakers and older
Children, and is allowed to
choose what's to be learned or
discussed next, thereby build-
ing on his/her knowledge, inter-
ests,' needs, and the immediate
context. In addition, no one is
correcting the child's mistakes,
and the flow of learning is
smooth, cumulative, and continu-
ous.

The objective of this analogy
is to help us see implications
for teaching and learning in the
classrooms. If the one great
accomplishment of all normally
developing people is the acqui-
sition of a language and all its
complexities, and if. this is
largely done at a very early age
with the learner leading the
learning, what would the impli-
cations be for learning in the
classrooms? Let's look at the
"how's" of the methods mentioned,
and some success stories; then we
can begin to see why they work
so well. The methods are written
in a sequence in which you might
use them in your classes.

THE LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE
APPROACH

The Language Experience
Approach (LEA) has been used for
years to develop initial literacy
and ESL skills. A typical LEA
approach may start with the
teacher eliciting stories or
accounts from students' knowl-
edge and experience. As the
students speak, the teacher
writes their account on the
board. When there is a suffic-
ient "story" or account, the
teacher points to the words in
the story as she reads it aloud
to the group. Then students"read"
alsong_a.s_the_tieacher re-reads
Fhp gtory_ paultirlg_AgAln to

--Holistic Teaching

then points to certain words to
see if students can identify them.
The key content words and sight
words of high frequency are
chosen for this practice. Then
the teacher types up copies of
the story and gives one to each
student. Students may then make
index cards with the new target
words on them and practice read-
ing them in sight word games.
Students'stories become their
textbooks, and the sight words
from their stories become their
phonics programs.

"[Holistic approaches] allow
students to grapple with
whole, real, and important
learning situations, in active
and creative ways, bringing all
their skills to bear upon the
task at hand."

In ESL, the approach is
similar. Students strive to say
those things they have some
notion of saying, because those
things are important for them
to say. Thus they build from
their strengths -- what they al-
ready have knowledge of -- and
their needs or interests, and
from these they add new knowl-
edge. The LEA serves as a lit-
eracy and general language build-
er in the case of ESL. This ap-
proach is powerful in that it is
much more successful in develop-
ing initial literacy than are
published basal and phonics
programs, because.LEA harnesses
students' strengths, including
their ways of using language,
their experiences, their knowl-
edge, their interests. Utiliz-

to those- strengths not only
each word as it is read. This
may be repeated. Following this,
individual students may read the
story, which by now they have
almost memorized. The teacher

promotes more learning of a last-
ing kind, but also gives students
more confidence because they have
more success and control in their
efforts. Furthermore, they tend
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to persist in their goals because
they are not failing or missing
what's being taught. As students
progress in their control of the
written language or ESL, you can
stimulate their interests by
helping them transcribe and read
tapes of their own stories, favor-
ite songs, poems, jokes, or
speeches, and other interesting
material. Since there has been
a great deal written on LEA, I
will leave it to the reader to
pursue it further, and progress
to the newer method of Dialogue
Journal Writing.

DIALOGUE JOURNAL WRITING

Several years ago, a sixth-
grade teacher, named Mrs. Reed,
who was assigned the lowest-
achieving (and worst-behaving)
students, decided to have them
write to her every day as soon
as they got to school. They could
write about anything: the class,
what had happened at home, what
they thought about anything. Each
day after school, she responded
to each student's entries of the
day, and thus a continual written
dialogue with each student took
shape. This activity was done in
addition to the traditional cur-
riculum, which included math,
social science, phys. ed., sci-
ence, English, and art. Ever
since Mrs. Reed has been doing
Dialogue Journals, her students
have achieved better academical-
ly than ever before, sometimes
going up several reading levels
in the course of the year. Not
only do her students' reading,
writing, and other academic
skills improve, but their affect-
ive problems straightened out
considerably.

ment, spelling improvement, punc-
tuation improvement, rhetorical
development, language complexity,
and so on from data derived from
a full year's worth of journal
entries in Mrs. Reed's class.
They found steady, strong growth
in all those areas. Now Mrs. Reed
is working with a sixth-grade ESL
group and having similar success-
es . Not only are their literate
skills improving, but they are
learning ESL at a very fast rate.
The act of really communicating
makes language demands on the
students that make them learn
English. The more the students
attempt to communicate meaning,
the more language demands they
put on themselves, and the more
language they really learn.

Due to Mrs. Reed's successes,
many educators have started us-
ing Dialogue Journals themselves
with students from first grade
through university level, and
with native and second language
learners. Students' perceptions
of them are that they promote
understanding, allow them to
express their feelings and assert
their rights, help them learn
academic material, and enable
them to know and 'be known by
the teacher. In the journals,
students.can talk about anything.
Entries include complaints, jokes,
discussions or questions about
class material, requests for
help or advice; worries, reports,
disagreements, and so on. This
type of communication constitutes
a literacy event of the most im-
portant kind: literacy as commu-
nication between author and read-
er. It has been suggested that
this is the missing link in our
attempts to develop students'
literate skills. Kreeft calls

Researchers Joy Kreeft, Roger
Shuy, and Jana Staton, from the
Center for Applied Linguistics,
have done several studies on the
development of sense of audience,
content density, syntax develop-

Dialogue Journal Writing the
bridge betweeh speaking and
essayist' writing.

We generally don't work on
the stages between speaking and
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DIALOGUE JOURNALS

1. Tell students that:
(a) their dialogue journal is a place where they and the

teacher will talk about anything they want to talk about;
(b) the journals will not be evaluated or graded in any way;
(c) the journals are private and no one else will read them.

2. Have each student buy a notebook which is to be used
exclusively for his/her dialogde journal.

3. If you wish, give a brief haritout to clarify concepts and
requirements. For example:

"A dialogue journal is a very special kind of
writing. It helps you to communicate by
writing and to learn a lot more.. Every
you will write in your journals for minutes:.
I will take your'journals at the end of class,
write back to you, and give you your journal
at the beginning of the next day's class. Here
are some thi s to remember:

1. Include th date each time you write.
2. Write at ast lines/pages a day.
3. Write as mu h as you like, and always keep

in mind t you are communicating with me.
4. Be assured that your journal is confidential.

I will not show or tell anyone what you write."

4. If teaching a group, for a long period daily (e. g., half-day),
allow them to return to the journal to write additional
entries.as they occur to them.

5. Encourage students to Write to you about real issues that are
important to them; to seek or give information; to solve or
discuss real problems; to be honest and frank.

6. Do not attempt to dominate or control the interaction with
directives or questions. Be as involved in the content of
the interaction as your students are.

7. Do not assign topics for students to write on in the journals.

8. Write in the journals on a regular, frequent basis for at
least a semester.; the whole academic year is better.

9. Focus on meaning, not form. Do not correct anything. Seek'
only to clarify meaning and keep the communication going.

10. Teach by usiagtheirmisspellings and other errors correctly
in your responses, but not by overt correction.
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formal writing, which would in- have traditionally emphasized ,the
elude informal writing and for- structures and skills of rhetoric
mal speech. Thus formal writing and grammar, with examples of good
is difficult for most people. literature for students to imitate.
But in the journals, students We have also traditionally concen-
proceed from written-down speech, trated on the product, rather than
a lengthy, chatty discourse which the process, of writing. And in
is weak in coordination, subor- this tradition, we have assumed
dination, sentence variety, and that students would learn to com-
other characteristics which make pose not only expository pieces
formal written prose so readable, and narratives, but other genres
to written literate speech, and as well. But we have only really
eventually to written formal concentrated on two levels of
prose. Some reasons why the jour- writing: mechanics and rhetoric,
nals allow for the continual and Indeed, we spend most writing
cumulative development include: instruction on those two aspects
(1) there is real communication, and never really get tokcommuni-
as in native language development, cating and authoring, which are
with no attempt to correct and the heart of writing.
therefore inhibit the student's
production; (2) structure takes
a back seat to communication,
which research shows to be the
best way to acquire structure 4.

anyway; (3) there is a steady
stream of feedback from an inter-
ested audience, so that students
learn to write for their readers
eventually, and not to assume
that the readers will supply what
is missing or be able to read
through reams to get the desired
message.

Students begin to trust you,'
the reader, and then start really
trying to communicate with you,
writing more, thinking more,
generating more questions, and
so on. The technique must be
used regularly and the journals
must be confidential. The chart
here will help you get started
with the journals. Be assured
that students will profit from
them.

CONFERENCE-CENTERED WRITING

_considerable amount of re-
search on conference-centered
writing for children has shown
that it is the best way to pro-
ceed if we are to develop stu-
dents' authoring skills, and not
just their editing skills. We

Donald Graves and his col-
leagues from the University of
New Hampshire have detailed over
several years and in several grades
how the skills of authoring and
editing develop when the student
is in charge of the writing and
develops it in a conference-
centered approach. Those students
learn both authoring and editing
better than students in tradition-
al approaches based on structure,
mechanics, and rhetoric. Follow-
ing is a synopsis of the steps in
developing a conference-centered
writing approach. And again we
can sec that similar principles
are at work: the student has a
lot of control and can use prior
knowledge, experience, interests;
there is a high level of inter-
action ,with readers or the pieces;
the focus is on communication of
ideas and not on mistakes; there
are no limits or rules placed on
what or how a student must write;
students generate their own ques-
tions; students discover many
_rules _for_the the structurc)s,
and - mechanics ,of writilig. The
synopsis was written for teach-
ing writing to children or ado-
lescents, but you will readily
be able to adapt it to teaching
adults.
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./'-CONFERENCE-CENTERED WRITING

1. Students choose topics and write as/rough or as little as

they wish on them.

. You and peers read, but don't correct, what the writer has
written, and you comment on the content, but, not the form.

The writer has plenty of time to write, and can either keep
writing in the case of "dam overflow" or go to another activity

or simply sit and think during dry periods.

. You might stimulate writing by having b"rainstorming of general
topics and discussion of them. After this the student may
choose his'favorite 15 or 20. topics, and write these down.
Then have the student write as much as he wants to write on

the one topic he is interested most in discussing or learning

about.

After the student has written all he knows or wishes to say

about his chosen topic, he gives it to a peer to read; then
he and the peer discuss it. At this time he may make additions

or deletions to it.

When a student is ready, she brings the piece to you for you

to dread. You read it and react to meaning with sincere

comments and with any suggestions you might have.

. Once a student is used to getting thoughts on paper with an

audience in mind and can use basic mechanics, you may start

working on organization, but only as the step after those

mentioned above.

. To work on structure, suggest a framework for dividing up the

piece into logical chunks, and then into logical order.

9. Once the riece is structurally in order, work on the mechanics.

10. Do not insist on formulas like "5 paragraphs" for a good essay.

Let the student decide the length of the piece.

11. Let them writb narratives, expository pieces, poems, jokebooks,

songs, or anything they wish4to work on. Just promote the
communication of meaning in'literate language.

12. Publish students' pieces, 466k-6.7-etc., so that other students may

profit from them.
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A way to begin with adults ins
to have them writb-collabordtive-
ly, in dyads or-triads. They

. choose a topic they're interest-
ed in, brainstorm on paper, read
each other's ideas, seek more
information, write it into their

' pi'ece, then put it in the best
order and edit it. You can teach
them other techniques, like:com-
paring, describing, making ahal-
ogies,, relating the -ideas in the
piece to the readers' experience
and others. And in editing stag-
es, you can help them with sub-
otdination; coordination, organ-
i2zationaL matters, and' mechanics .

But the authoring has been done
by thevriters. And in that pro-
cess, the editing will also have
been learned and internalized,
so that it may be applied in
other writing. Writing also be-
comes pleasurable: students using
this approach actually come to
love writing and to' think of them-
selves as<writerb. And doing
collaborative writing first is
good psychology because solo
writing is a lonely process; and
solo writing when ope hasn't
really done good writing with
others first is a detestable
,chore. Ask a class not experienced
with conference' writing: "Who
here loves to.write?" You'll see
few hands go up. But if you ask
them after a good pond experi-
ence with conference-centered
writing, many will claim to love
writing.

ETHNOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

Dr. Shirley Brice Heath,
renowned linguist and cultural
anthropologist from Stanford
University, has worked with many
educators to use ethnography to
learntebOut students' communica-
tion and thinking, and then to
enable students to be ethnograph-
ers to find out the different
ways in which we communicate in
our primary groups and in secon-
dary groups like school. This
work has yielded a broad under-
standing both of the ways in

which culturally different groups
of 4nglish-speaking Americans'
socialize t1ir children in the
uses of language, and of how
teachers have been aloe to pro-
mote high lev5ls of academic
achievement by simply utilizing
students' primary ways of communk-
cating to eventually get them to
be able to bridge to the main-
stream ways, and to be at ease
with learning in school via both
routes.

In herbook, Ways with words:
Language, life and work in com-
munities and classrooms,Dr. Heath
details how three communities soc-
ialize their children into using
'language and learning; how teach-
ers learned those differences and
utilized them in helping typical-
ly' underachieving groups to
achieve as well as the rest; and
how ethrwraphy has helped both
students and teachers in facili-
tating and improving communication
and learning in the classrooms.

"Maintown children are
socialized into using language
in exactly the way the school
(and textbooks) use it; the
other children are socialized
into using language so differ-

,- ently that it virtually precludes
their effective participation and
success in schooling."

The th::ee communities were
fictitiously named Maintown,
Trackton, and Roadville, all in
the Piedmont Carolinas. Maintown
is comprised of white and black
middle-class, educated families;;
Trackton, of black mill workers'
families, mostly with, grade-
school educations and a little
high school; and Roadville, of
white rural farmers, mostly with
grade-school educations and
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some high school. The'children
of the Maintown community typi-
cally doyen in school, but
those of Trackton and Roadville
do not. Ten years of ethnograph-
ic fieldwirk explained why. Main-
town children ,are socialized into
using language in exactly tHe
way the school (and textbooks)
use it; the other children are
socialized into using language
so differently that it virtu-
ally precludes their effective
participation and success in
schooling. It is as if the
children were hearing a new lan-
guage, along with being challeng-
ed by the normal -rigors of school
subjects, in their elementary
and secondary educations.

An ethnography is a detailed
description about people, and
an ethnography of communication
(like Ways with Words) is about
how people communicate. The tech-
nique used by most ethnographers
is to become participant-observ-
ers and to takeextensive field-
notes on the populations and
situations of interest. As field-
notes accrue, ethnographers begin
to see patterns in the ways in

which people communicate and
thus come to insights which in-
form them about those'veople's
ways of learning and thinking- -

both of which are facilitated
by communicating. Such areas as
how we use language to teach
children, how we telrstories,
how we use questioning, how we
take conversational turns, what
we say non - verbally, and many
more types of data are produced
.in an ethnography. In this way,
Dr. Heath and her colleagues,
all teacher-researchers, came
up with their ethnography and
proceeded to use it to help
students learn better. They not
only utilized students's ways
of learning, speaking, and inter-
acting, but went a step further
and had students use ethnographic
techniques themselves to learn

how both their native communica-
tive ways and those of the school
could be compatibly used.

In one class of the lowest-
achieving 9.fth graders, the
teacher had them learn their
science curriculum by going out
first and interviewing farmers,
storekeepers that sold farm pro-
ducts, and others on agricultural
matters. The students returned
with their 'data, discussed it,
replayed their taped interviews,
taped their own discussions,
transcribed what they decided
was the most important material,
and analyzed their findings in
light of what_textbooks had to
say about the same agricilltural
matters. They found that infor-
mation could be gathered or gained
in two equally valid ways:
through their primary dialect
and real, first-hand xesources,
as well as through academic
sources. At the end of one aca-
demic year, the reading scoreg
and overall academic achieve-
ment of those fifth-graders--
which before had been low, in
the 2nd grade range -- were all
up to grade level or above.

Another success story is of
a ninth -grade basic dreading and
writing) skills group, all fOrr
merly special education students
and none reading above the 3rd
grade level. Their teacher allow-
ed them, in the second semester,
to engage in letter-writing to
an anthropologist and to 11th
grade pen-pals, and-in collab-
orative writing for publica-
tion. She also had them work on,
reflect on, and talk about the
many ways of communicating that
they were exposed to through
these activities. Again, by se-
mester's end, all were reading
at the 10th grade level or above;
and six were good enough to be
assigned to English honors class-
es.
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In these and many other cases,
including the teaching of adults,
teachers have challenged even the
lowest7achieving students to be-
comt ethnographers of their own
communication, and then that of
the school. Teachers have given
them preliminary training on the
work of anthropologists, which
students were about to become, on
ethnographic techniques like tak-
ing fieldnotes, and on how to be
pai*ticipant observers in order
to collect data on how people
communicate, behave, value, and
believe. And in every case where
the work has been carried out for
an intensive period of time, stu-
dents learned not only the dif-
ferences in communication, but
the skills needed for academic
survival as well.

In ESL classes, students are
asked to go out, into communica-
tive situations and tape, take
fieldnotes, write down questions,
etc., like anthropologists. They
make notes on what language
people use and how they use it.
Students keep records of objec-
tive and subjective insights,
both on the spot and later, i.e.,
after the interaction. They then
come to class prepared to discuss
with a partner (or a small group)
the fieldnotes and other notes.
In class they tape their dis-
cussions, and transcribe the
parts of the original tapes that
they wish to. They then write up
some or all of these: a descrip-
tion of what happened, including
information on the participants,
setting, and language used; an
exploratory account of the com-
municative event; a summary of
it; an analysis of it. This works
very well in ESL because the
students choose the communica-
tive event, and then they discuss
it, analyze it, (i.e.,work on it)
and write it up. There is a high
level of involvement, low anxiety
and real language use-- not prac-
tice. Again, students' work 156-

v

comes their textbook.

IN YOUR CLASS

The steps that you can take
to use ethnography in your teach-
ing are to first become an ethno-
grapher yourself, and then to
have your students become ethno-
graphers. All of you can take
fieldnotes, first on communica-
tion in your priMary groups or
families, and then on communica-
tion in-secondary group settings
or,sifuations like school, work,
church.,...and so on. As partici-
pant-observers, you will take
some on-the-sppt fieldnotes and
other reflective ones. Taping the
situations and replaying them
again and again will help you to
get the most data possible. When
you replay the tapes, you can
transcribe them, discuss them, and
really begin to analyze them for
answers to questions or dilemmas,
and for patterns and understand-
ings.*

Students find this fascinating
and satisfying because they are
working from strengths, not weak-
nesses; from interests, not boring
material; from chosen situations,
not pre-selected ones; and from
authentic, not artificial content.
These and othe'r elements give
students a Sense of ownership,
shared knowledge, and control:
all of these attributes are em-
powering and thus give positive
affective consequences as well.
They question each other and the
data (inquiry), and they unveil
patterns and understanding in the
process (discovery). The learning
is derived from rich contexts and
is surrounded by meaningful, im-
portant talk. Moreover, the lev-
els of student engagement and
interest are high.

As students proceed from data
, collection to descriptions of the

data, to recounts, to summaries,
and to analyses, they begin to
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value their own "ways with words"
as valid means of learning other
things; they also begin to add
the mainstream or standard ways
with much more success than is
possible with traditional ap-
proaches. Literacy and/or ESL
skills develop quickly as stu-
dents grapple with real-life
demands like writing accounts
of job-related communication;
writing questions for inter-
views of various personnel; re-
porting the content of such
interviews; deciphering job-re-
quired reading; transcribing
tapes from interviews and dis-
cussions; and writing analyses
of the above. As students attempt
all of this, they not only ask
a lot of questions, but they
form and test their own hypothes-
es about oral and written lan-
guage. They bring whatever knowl-
edge they have to bear on the
tasks at hand. Students! data
comprise their textbook - one
with, content that is interesting
and critical to their lives.

What then would be your role
as a teacher? To simply react to
everything that's happening? You
will do a lot of reactive tieach-
ing-- and that's the best kind
anyway. (Remember first laguage
learning; it's all reactivein-
struction.) But the reality is
that you will do more planning
and teaching than before, but
not of the scope-and-sequenbe
type. Your agenda will be the _

same, but you will accomplish
your goals in real, important,
and natural activities, andin
non-sequenced ways. To "psych"
yourself to do that, it is im-
portant first to trust students'
abilities to learn, and second,
to dispel the notion that certain
subject matter can only or best
be learned in a particular se-
quence. That simply isn't true:
The best way for a person to
learn is in relaxed, natural con-
texts, characterized by lots', of
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interaction, and at one's own
pace. When you allow your stu-
dents to interact with each other
and with you in ethnographic
activities, you are maximizing
the circumstances for optimal
learning. So it is best, to use
your curriculum as a check list,
and not a roadmap. That way you
can incorporate holistic methods
and accomplish more than ever
before.

Suppose, for example, that your
agenda is literacy development for
students' real and critical objec-
tive of coping with the literate
demands of their jobs. Some of the
skills they may include are: under-
standing instructions of a technical
nature; indicating lack of under-
standing and asking the questions
they need to ask; writing up ques-
tions or suggestions or requests
for help; reading technical materi-
al on procedures; reporting problems
properly; coping with changes on
the job; understanding work evalu-
ations; filling out forms right;
understanding training or re-train-
ing If your students become
ethnographers of communication
at the work site (or use tapes,
video or audio on site) and work
on job- related materials or pro-
duce actual simulations of situ-
ations, they are tackling literacy
for the real and critical pur-
poses for which they need it.
They are grappling not just with
the mechanical skills of reading,
but with the literate skills
themselves. The literate skills i

include oral and written language
that is needed in academic and
work settings.

PRINCIPLES BEHIND HOLISTIC
METHODS

Traditional instruction prev-
alent today I-5.s largely been
derived from the theories of
learning proposed by behavioral
and cognitive psychologists.
Behaviorists see learning as
taking root when there is suf-
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ficient repetition of stimuli in
the environment ,of the learner,
who is relatively passive in the'
process. -From this view comes the
notion that if students repeat
things, copy them, and practice
tasks to learn skills, eventual-
ly they will learn them. Cogni-
tivists see learning as progress-
ing through a series of sequential
steps or tasks, each more chal-
lenging than the one before. Thus
a person learns when things are
in order of ascending difficulty.
Yet when students are surrounded
by lots of interaction and are
creatively, actively seeking to
learn in holistic ways, they can
accomplish things that Piaget
and Skinner never dreamed of.

There is a new school of
thought about how we learn,. Jerome
Harste, Carolyn Burke, and others
have suggested that we take a
Transactionalist view of learning.
This view sees the learner as
actively, creatively attempting
to learn what is at hand. Thus
unlike the behaviorists and
cognitivists, who reduce learn-
ing to its pieces and Sequence
it,ad nauseam, transactionalists
propose more,holistic approaches
like some of those that have been
outlined here. Others that would
fall into the same category are
individualized reading programs,
collaborative learning projects,
writing to learn (i.e., writing
content area matter in a conver-
sational style,, writing what we
know and think, and other tech-
niques), the Problem-Posing
approach and many more. These
approaches are characterized
by certain principles, some of
which have already been alluded
to.

A basic principle implicit in
these approaches is the expecta-
tion that all students will be
able to learn the material and
skills at hand. This principle
alone is empowering. A second

Principle is that of reality,
and therefore relevance. Using
student-chosen topics and/or
contexts that are real to them
not only helps them learn from
a more involved, engaged attitude,
but it helps them acquire the
skills that are on your agenda
even better than they would if
they proceed via yoursroadmap.
It's because ESL and literacy
skills,or the language and its
rhetoric and mechanics, are
naturally redundant; you cannot
work in the oral or literate
mediums and not cover the most
critical structures, semantics,
and mechanics. This follows the
basic tenet of learning that real
learning proceeds from function
to form, and.not the opposite.
In doing ESL, or in writing/read-
ing for real purposes, the learn-
er, who is a natural rule-maker
anyway, forms hypotheses, tests
them out, confirms or rejects
them, and goes ahead with the
learning process as it should
occur: with the learner directing
it, and with the teacher there
providing instructional scaffold-
ing and semantic contingency,
helping to negotiate meaning, apd
answering real questions.

"There is a new school of
thought about how we
learn ...Unlike the behaviorists
and cognitivists, who reduce
learning to its pieces and se-
quence it ad nauseam, transac-
tionalists propose more holistic
approaches..."

This is not to say that some
"bottom-up" activities are not
helpful, Being eclectic is prob-
ably the best approach. But

holistic approaches can cover
most of what has to,be learned
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in school, and unlike more bottom-
up approaches, they are chcrac-
terized by the next principle of
importance, the pleasure pr.nci-
ple. Students .enjoy using these
approaches, which, again, is a
powerful plus: there is no need
to worry about motivation. Among
the reasons why they do enjoy
them is"that they are not hung-
Ill about being corrected, or
worried about making mistakes.
Mistakes are seen as opportuni-
ties for learning, not for label-
ing the learner. or grading him or
her. In fact, productive guesses
and errors in learning are
essential to it. Another impor-
tant principle is that with these
methods learning is surrounded
by talk. Talk actually makes
learning "take" because if we
can talk and negotiate meaning,
we can use cur prior knowledge
and our language skills to learn
new things and new skills. Talk-
ing contributes to the affective
principle involved in holistic
learning: that of collaboration,
and such collaboration leads to
other important principles like
providing shared knowledge, owner-
ship of learning product and
choice in the learning process.

SUMMARY

This article has outlined the
howTto's of four holistic ap-
proaches that can be used in
teaching literate skills, ESL,
and content-area material: the
Language Experience Approach,
Conference-Centered Writing,
Dialogue Journal Writing, and
Using Ethnographic Techniques
in Learning and Teaching. Such
approaches have been shown to
promote higher academic sOccess
rates, higher student engage-
ment and satisfaction, and learn-
ing of a more lasting kind than
have the traditional, structur-
al approaches. These successes
can be attributed to the prin-
ciples at work in holistic

approaches, including: authen-
ticity; relevance; low anxiety;
emphasis on communicating meaning
and not on errors; high expecta-
tions for all students; a high
degree of collaboration, choice,
and creativity; reactive, rather
than scope-and-sequence, types
of teaching; much interaction
among students and between stu-
dents and teacher; few restraints
on time or pacing; a Transaction-
alist view of learning; the
pleasure principle; and learning
that is allowed to proceed from
function to form.

Other equally powerful ap-
proaches of this type exist,
including writing to learn,
writing across the curriculum,
the problem-posing approach,
individualized reading programs,
and more. What's important is,
that teachers begin using them
or devising other approaches
that incorporate the principles
that lead students, and especial-
ly underachieving students -- too
many of whom happen to be minor-
ity students as well -- to the
levels of academic success of
which we are all capable.
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Organizing a Language Arts Program
for Functionally Illiterate Adults
in a Classroom Setting

SYLVIA LOTSPEICH GREENE
Cambridge Community Learning Center

Of the sixty or so million
Americans who are functionally
illiterate, only two to four mil-
lion are enrolled in some kind of
remedial basic skills program. (1)

This discrepancy is staggering.
It is clear that'every one of
these sixty million people needs
as Mich individualized instruction
as possible. And indeed, much of
the best literacy work in the
country is being done by programs
which recruit, train and supervise
volunteer tutors to work one-on-
one with adult students (most
notably Literacy Volunteers of
America and Laubach Literacy Inter-
national). In order to close the
gap, however, more and more basic
literacy teaching must be done in
small groups, for several reasons.

First, though the present admin-
istration has looked fairly kindly
on the field of adult literacy, the
mood of the country will probably
continue to favor cuts in social
programs for a long time to come.
Adult learning centers need to
demonstrate that they can provide
services to functionally illiterate
adults as inexpensively as possible.
Second, most volunteer tutors can
only meet once or twice a week with

their students, and at the 0-4th
grade level, adult learners really
need at least four sessions a week
to make adequate progress; this
can realistically be provided best
in a classroom setting with a sal-
aried teacher. And last, good
things happen in groups besides the
instructional program. The peer
support system that develops among
the students helps maintain morale
and cut down on absentqeism and at-
trition--two persistent problems in
adult education--and provides an
ongoing support system beyond the
classroom. Also, the growing
awareness among groups of students
of some of the political aspects of
illiteracy can be a powerful long-
term factor in social change.

CLASS ORGANIZATION

How does one set up these classes
then? Following is a description of
one literacy program developed over
a number of years at the Community
Learning Center in Cambridge, MA.
Ideally, no more than-ten people
should be in each class. Students
reading 0-2nd grade level should be
grouped togpther in one class (re-
ferred to from here on in as "Read-
ing 1"), and people reading 3rd-9th
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C in another (called "Reading 2").
Placing 0 -4th grade level all in
one class results in a span of
skills so wide that very little
can be done together as a group
except oral discussions to develop
comprehension skills.

lily experience has been that
of my basic literacy students,
at least half are dyslexic:'

In the average group of ten
basic literacy students, there are
several.major reasons for the skill
deficits. While the incidence of
dyslexia in the general population
is somewhere between one out of
ten and one out of 25, depending
on what research one *reads, my
experience has been that of my
basic literacy students, at least
half are dyslexic. (The others
are mostly educationally disadvan-
taged, having suffered either a
lack of education, a discontinuous
education, or a poor education.
Then there might be a few who
could be described as mildly retar-
ded.) The trick; then, is to de-
sign a program which covers the
needs of all these students. I

have found that some of the special
techniques designed for individual
work with dyslexic students can be
adapted to a classroom setting and
can be helpful as well to-the non-
learning-disabled students. These
will be discussed at various points
following description of the cur-
riculum.

Each class meets four times a
week for an hour and a half each

session. One way to divide up the
curriculum is to do word analysis
and spellion two of those days
and comprehengion and survival
skills on the other two. This way,
it is easy for two teachers to
share the class if it is not pos-

sible for one teacher to do all
four sessions. Hiring two hourly
teachrs may be less expensive than
one salaried teacher,'and the stu-
dents often enjoy the change of
face. .These classes are then sup-
plemented by individual tutoring
for those students who most heed
it. Traditionally, volunteers are
college students and retired people,
but G.E.D. students from the same
adult learning center may leap at a
chance to demonstrate their grati-
tude in a concrete way.

DIAGNOSIS AND PLACEMENT

Each student has been previously
diagnosed and placed in the appro-
priate class, using the following
testing instruments:

1. an Informal Reading Inventory
which yields an instructional level
and information about specific
strengths and needs in the areas of
word analysis and comprehension;

2. if the I.R.I. i0Itoo hard,
the Literacy Volunteers of America
READ test,(2) which tests knowledge
of the alphabet and readiness for
phonics;

3. the Gillingham-Childs Phonics
Scale, which tests knowledge of
pOund=symbol associations and the
ability to read words in different
phonic patterns;

4. a writing sample, including
writing the alphabet, spelling the
numbers one to ten and the days of
the week,(4) some spontaneous
writing if the students can handle
it, and a spelling test that in-
cludes phonetically-regular one-
syllable words, unphonetic sight
words, and words that follow spel-
ling rules. Diagnosis continues as
the class proceeds, when necessary.

CURRICULUM

Our curriculum is divided into

four areas: word analysis (inclu-
ding phonics, sight words, syllabi-
cation and structural analysis,
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spelling (including spelling of
phonetically regular words, un-
phonetic sight words, and words
that follow spelling rules), com-
prehension (including vocabulary,
literal comprehension and infer-
ential comprehension), and survival
skills (such as filling out checks
and reading medicine labels).
For each of these areas, we have
developed a scope and sequence
chart of skills, each skill phrased
as a behavioral objective, e.g.,
"Knows that ph can sound like /f/"
(in.this article; unde'rlining a.
letter refers to the written let -
te'r; diagonal slashes refer to the
sound), or "Can'find the main idea
if it is stated in the topic sen-
tence." These charts serve as a
curriculum guide to the teacSar
and also appear in each student's
folder as progress checklists. We
have found that for students who
will not soon'see a tangible sign
of progress, such as a diploma or
even promotion to the next higher
class, checklists like these are
very important.

The remainder of this article
describes some highlights of our
curriculum.

WORD ANALYSIS: PHONETICS

w, al, ch and sh, and the short
vowels. The teacher shows the pic-
ture side and says, "F, fish, /f/"
as s/he.points to each. Then s/he
asks the students to do the same in
unison with teacher as s/he points.
This eventually becomes so automatic
that when the teacher silently
flashes [-c the students say
"/f/." Conversely, eventually the
teacher will, say "/f/" and the class
will respond "F," and then write F
as they say "F." The first operp.-
tion relates to reading, the second
to spelling. This drill sequence
is the core of the Orton-Gillingham
approach, a highly effective method
for teaching phonics to dyslexic
students.(5) Even if an extended
phonics lesson with board work and
worksheets is not done each day of
instruction,. it is extremely impor-
tant to set aside five minutes of
every class for this drill so that
the associations become automatic.

If one is teaching total non-
readers or backing up and filling
in gaps, the first consonants taught
are the ones that can be sustained- -
f, 1, s, n and so on--so,that later
when a vowel is added, the process
of blending will be easier. (It is
easier tb sing and glide together
the sounds /1/-/a/-/d/ into /lad/
than /b/-/a/-/d/ into /bad/, for

From the previously described example.) The first vowel we teach
diagnostic testing, we know that is short a, which enables the blend-
many of the students don't know ing of a number of words. Each new
the sounds of many of the letters short vowel sound is added gradually
and letter combinations, especially with plenty of practice discrimin-
the short vowels. To develop this ating between it and the-previous
sound-symbol-relationship, we have one(s), e.g., fan, fin, fun. Exer-
for each letter or combination a cises can include reading from the
card of 8" by 11" oak tag: board, doing teacher-made or com-

e mercially published worksheets, and
using index card games, Scrabble
letters, prepared bingd games or
word wheels and flippers. One tech-
nique that is fun in a group situa-
tion is for the teacher to write
wordsdon the board that illustrate
whatever phonic principle is being

front back
For the whole class, the teacher
picks. those sound-symbol associ-
ations that have given the most
people the most trouble, like z,
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studied, but to make some deliber-
ate mistakes here and there for
the students to catch and correct.
When the students need to stay
with one element of phonics for
quite a while, it is good to have
a variety of materials for prac-
tise. .

When one moves on to the next
step, the previous steps are pulled

.along and incorporated. Everything
is overtaught, then continually
reviewed. Nothing is dropped until
it has been thQroughly overlearned.

Assoon as the students are
blending short vowel words, they
can begin reading sentences made
with these words and focusing on
the meaning.' For example, after
reading "Dan sat on the mat," the
teacher can ask, "Who is this sen-
tence about? What was he doing?"
There are many published materials
that fit into this kind of care-
fully structured, cumulative phon-
ics program.

WORD ANALYSIS: SIGHT WORDS

Sight words are treated differ-
ently. Though eighty per cent,eg,
English is reputed to phonetically
regular, the remaining' twenty per
cent include many of our highest-
frequency words. Each one of these
needs to be learned for reading or
spelling as a gestalt, like a pie-.

ture. Sources of'these words are:
1. lists, like the Dolch list(6)

or the first hundred of Edward
Fry's list of 3,000 "instant
words,"(7)

2. words from the students' own
dictated language experience stor-
ies which they want to learn (see
later .ection on comprehension) ,and

3. words from their free Writing
thAl-hal.r.e misspelled aild_thak
are common enough to be worth
learning.

It is useful to have a core of

sight words that everyone in a class
should learn--perhaps fifty for
Reading 1 and fifty for Reading 2.
Good sources of these are again the
Dolch or Fry lists. Each week five
or ten can be given as a diagnostic
test tor_reading and spelling. (Typ-
ically, a student can read many
sight words s/he can't spell.) Each
student, then, has his or her own
list of missed reading or spelling
words that s/he needs to learn.
Also each student will have addi-
tionalwords s/he wants to learn
from dictated language experience
'stories or from free writing if s/he
is in the Reading 2 class and has
some rudimentary writing skills.

"Everything is overtaught, then
continually reviewed. Nothing
is dropped until it has been
thoroughly overlearned."

'The students who are not learning
disabled can be given a list of .

their missed words (no more than
five per session) to learn for the
next day by whatever means they like.
For the learning disabled students,
the Fernald V.A.K.T. (Visual, Audi-
tory-, 'Kinesthetic, and Tactile) trac-
ing method can bt effective.(8) The
teacher folds a piece of 8" x 11"
paper in half lengthwise and-prints
a, word large with a black crayon (to

give it siome grit and texture). If

it is a multi-syllabic word, s/he
puts a light` scoop under each syl-
lable. It is 'helpful to write
lightly a simple sentence using the
word in context at- the bottom of the
sheet, incase the student gets home
and forgets what the word is

m at he r
l.ve my morher.

The student should hold the word

as far away as possible (so s/he
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can "swing" a straight arm to the the teacher can help the student
word), take the first two lingers hear the syllables.
of the dominant hand and trace in
the following three-step sequence: At this point it is helpful to

1. trace a line left to right teach the concept of a closed syl-
under the word, looking at the lable (one where the syllable ends
word and saying it as s/he traces; with a consonant which, like a gate,

2. go back And trace over each shuts off the vowel and makes it
letter, saying not the name of each short, e.g., bev, ag, etc.), and
letter but the whole word at the an open. syllable (one where there
beginning of the tracing or the is no consonant at the end of the
whole syllable at the beginning syllable to cut off the vowel, al-.
of the tracing of the syllable; lowing it to continue as a long

3. repeat the first step. sound, e.g., pri, mu, etc.).
The student repeats this process
until s/he feels s/he knows the
word, then turns the sheet over
and writes the word on a piece
of scrap paper, saying It aloud
as s/he writes it. Then the stu-
dent checks his/her spelling with
the master, and if it is correct
writes the word five or six_times
saying.the word as s/he writes it.

The teacher should eventually
ask each student in the class to
demons Irate the method, either to
the teacher or to the rest of the
class to make sure s/he knows it.
Again, the learning-disabled stu-
dent should be given three to five
new words to learn each session.

WORD ANALYSIS: SYLLABICATION
AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Plenty of practice hearing syl-
lables in a word should precede
written work on syllabication.
The difference between a syllable
and a letter can be demonstrated
by a short multi-syllabic word
like idea and a long one-syllable
word like through. The teacher
can set the example by saying a
word and emphasizing each syllable
with a knock on the table, or by
raising a finger for each syllable
or by drawing a dash on the board
for each syllable. Then students
can generate words from some easy,
fertile category, such as foods or
people's names, and for each word

Then the students are ready to
learn the following useful syllabi-
cation rules gradually:

- 1. vv: If a word has the
pattern of vowel-two consonants-
vowel, divide between the two vowels
making the first syllable closed,
e.g.,

2. Trcv or If a word has
the pattern of vowel.2one consonant-
vowel, first try dividing before
the consonant making the first syl-
lable open, e.g., orltal crocus;
if that doesn't wo-fRYT-ry
after the consonant making the
first syllable closed, e.g.,
Asa ad.

3. If a word ends in
-le, divide right before the con-
sonant that precedes the -le, e.g.,
zz.202s, Jail". If there is a ck .

right before the -le,* however, di-
vide right before the -le, e.g.,
Joucag..,

4. The last rule leads into
structural analysis, and it says
that a preEix or suffix makes its
own syllable, e.g.,mixiudg5tnenl.

In conjunction with this last
rule, students can learn to sound
out common prefixes, roots and suf-
fixes and also learn their meanings

, to help with learning.new vocabulary
(examples: bi- meaning "two," manu-
meaning "hand," and -ish meaning.
"like a....").
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SPELLING
The spelling/of phonetically-

regular words is taught along with
phonics, and the spelling of sight
words is taught by the Fernald me-
thod while reading them. The
reading and spelling reinforce one
another. The key here is constant
practice. The teacher makes up`
phrases and short sentences that
use all the sightyoids.that have
been learned so far, plus words
that illu6trate whatever'phonic
principle the class is working on.
For example, if the class has
learned a, i, the consonant di-
graphs ch, sh, th, wh, and the
sight words my, good, have, and
work,' then all sorts of phrases
and sentences can be given for

to a word. b)' If the word ends in
s, ss, x, z, ch or sh, add es.,
c) If the word ends in o, usually
add s, but there are some words
that add es (heroes, vetoes, to-
matoes, potatoes). d) If the word
ends in y add s if there is a
vowel before the z (alas); if"

there is a consonant befdre the y.
change the y. to i and add es
(babies) .

5. Silent e rule: If a root'
word ends in a silent e, drop the
silent e before fidding an ending
that begins with a vowel (hope:
hoping). Keep the silent e when
adding an ending that begins with
a consonant (wake: wakeful).

COMPREHENSION

spelling dictation and for reading: At the literacy level, it is
a good wish, my dish, have a bash, '' easy to spend the entire time on
a thick mush, etc. Again, nothing word recognition and spelling and
is left behind. Everything is assume that comprehension must

come later; but reading compre-
hension is basically thinking
skills, and work can begin on these

right away. Exercising comprehen-
sion provides variety in a lesson

Ts- and also prepares the students -for

eventual work at the A.B.E. and
G.E.D. levels.

For beginning readers, ther

pulled along, reviewed and rein-
forced.

Also, there are a few useful
spelling rules to teach at this
level:

, 1. For a one-syllable word
which ends in .f 1, s, or z, if it
has only one stiOrt vowel before
the final sound, double that final
consonant (stiff, mass, doll'and are non-reading, pictorial exerl-

jazz, but not when, dog and bat, ' cises that help develop some of

which end in different consonants). the thinking skills underlying
2., If a one-syllable word ends reading comprehension. One example

in the sound /k/, and you wonder is picture analogies:
whether to use k or ck, use ck if
there is only one short vowel sound
right before the final /k/ (back,

IS to

.c luck). This works too for spelling
final /ch/ with a ch or tch (match)
and spelling final /j/ with a 9_9 or
dge (bridge) .

3. Doubling rule: if a one-
syllable root word ends with only
one vowel and on consonant, and if
the suffix begin :; with a vowel,
then double'the Huai consonant of
the toot word (runner, plannina).

4. Plurals: a) Usually add s

or

kr.

0S

or

ED Is to

Another pictorial exercise involves
theability to shift one's point of
view in order to recognize that
front views, side viewAaaerial
views and cross sectionTare all

referring to the same object.

For example, the student could
explain how the following diagrams
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Though this is a visual- perceptual
exercise, it develops a student's
ability to understand an author's
point of view which may differ
from the student's.

the blackboard, not in classical
. outline form but in a more flexible

flow -chart format:

z
Iconl

Animal -human
transplants

unfair
to
animals

makes
baby
suffer

saves
lives

lcheaperl

Other thinking skills are ver- A visual technique like this need
}pal but can be developed orally,oin not serve any other purpose than
a classroom discussion. For exam- demonstrating to a group that their
pie, the skills of classifying and ideas can be organized; however,
categorizing, which underlie the the technique does contribute to
ability to recognize-main ideag, iater efforts to organize their
can be strengthened with exercises thoughts in preparation for writing.
requiring the stu dht to identify
categories: wha is the category For students,who are total non-
all of the follo ing belong under-- readers, many comprehension skills
shoe, belt, glov , hat--or, more can be developed through the "lan-
abstractly--hone ty, generosity, guage experience" method. The lan-s
thoughtfulness, atience. The guage experience approach involves
specificity of language so many soliciting oral material from an
students lack c n be developed by: individual student or class., Fol-

1. asking th m to define with lowing a discussion, perhaps, one
precision commo objects like a student relates a pertinent exper-:
chair or soap, , ience or opinion and the teacher

2. asking fo as many substi- transcribes what the student says
tutions as poss ble for the vague onto the blackboard or onto paper
words in senten es like "She's a using the student's exact language
nice person," "He went down the and correcting only for gross gram-
street," or I matical errors. (A tape recorder

3. asking a student to give the can also be used and transcription
teacher very clear, precise oral done later.) Other students might
directions for how to do some mun- add opinions, which are also tran-
dane operation, like putting on a scribed. Then the teacher reads
coat, and executing the directions the transcription back, tracking
exactly as given. (This can be the words with a finger as s/he
hilarious.) reads and asking the student(s) to

Another technique for helping
students organize their thoughts
is the "concept map," which is
ideally suited to a group rather
than a tutorial setting. As a
discussion develops about a con-
troversial, timely topic such as
animal-human transplants, for
example, the teacher records and
organizes the students' ideas on

make any additions or changes if
they wish at this point. Finally,
the student who "wrote" each sec-
tion is asked to read it. Having
generated the words him/herself and
heard them read back a second time,
the student should have no trouble.
It is then useful to print or type
the passage on an 8" x 11" sheet
for a student's notebook or onto
a master for reproduction for the
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whole class. These language exper-
ience stories can then be the,basis
of numerous reading and language
exercises. The students can study
high. frequency sight words from the
story or transcribed discussion by
the Fernald VAKT method desdribed
aboye. The teacher can also il-
lustrate' whatever phonic principle
that is being taught at the same
time with words froT the story and
teach grammar using the individual
sentences in the story.

' Language experience stories also
provide excellent material for com-
prehension exercises:

1. If the material is a narra-
tive, write the events out of order
with a box in front of each and
have the class number the items in
the proper order.

2. Write out certain words,
place them at the bottom of the
page and have the class put the
right word in each blank, following
the cloze procedure.

3. Ask questions that develop
certain comprehension skills:
Which happened first? What are
the clues in the story that the
person was feeling sad? What do
you think could happen next? What
would be a good title for this
story? and so on.

For students who`'' are able to
read at second or third grade level
there are many interesting pub-
lished adult reading materials,

\with or without comprehension
questions after each selection.
Teachers can also simplify harder
-materials, which requires substi-
tuting one- or two-syllable words
for longer words, Making several
short sentences out .of a longer
one, redubing the number of ab-
stract.wprds in a selection and

maximizing illustrations. There
is the risk of doing great injus-
tice to the original (if it is
literature rather than a newspaper
article) , but at least gopd adult

material. is made accessible to our
students to read themselves.

VOCABULARY

The vehicles for teaching com-
prehension, then are pictures,
materials at any level read aloud
by the teacher, o al discussions,
language expetien stories, and
published material easy enough for
the students to rea themselves.
The first kind of co prehension is
understanding meanings of single
words, or vocabulary. The tradi-
tional ways to teach vocabulary are
using the context, structural, anal-
ysis, and the dictionary. Though
these are more appropriate at the
A.B.E. and G.E.D. levels, literacy
level students can also begin learn-
ing to use them. The teacher.can
encourage students to use the con,'
text by listening for clues inethe,
words around an unfamiliar word when -

the teacher reads material alOud.
When there are no clues to meaning
in the context, other vocabulary
skills have

of

be used.' Though .

discussion of common Greek and Latin
roots can be left till higher-level
classes, recalling decoding works
on the effect a prefix or suffix
has on the meaning of the word may
provide clues.

Skills such as alphabetizing,
which lead to using the dictionary
are also important. Because many'
literacy-level students don't know
the alphabet, especially the ras,t

third, the following sequence is

useful:
1. Teach the alphabet orally

first. There is no reason it can't
be sung by a class to strengthen
auditory memory.

2. Use oral exercises; e.g., say.,
"What is the letter that goes before
9? After 0 Before c?

3. Provide written work with
cards or worksheets with items like

these
4
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4. Then divide the alphabet in
.fourths, a--d, e-1, m-r and s-z.
Give the students letters on cards
and ask which fourth each letter
belongs in.

5. Provide practice on hearing
the first syllable in a word and
then spelling it, especially get-

, tang the vowel correct.
This contributes to at least get-
ting on the right page in the
dictionary, after which the stu-
dent can scan and usually locate
the word.

New vocabulary may be drawn from
materials read aloud to the class
or from phonics lessons. When
teaching the /ou/ sound of ow, for
example, the teacher might want to
teach the meaning of scowl and
rowdy. Each Reading 2 student can
keep a page in the back of his/her
notebook headed VOCABULARY where
s/he records each new word and a
brief, easy definition or mnemonic
picture.

Applicable also to the new
reader are the excellent discus-
sions of ways to develop the tra-
ditional comprehension skills at
the level of the paragraph or
longer reading selection, which
can be found in many standard
reading texts and in teacher's
manuals of adult reading materials.

SURVIVAL SKILLS

A,- the previously discussed
reading and writing skills can be
applied to practical, real-life
tasks such as reading food and
medicine labels, poison ads, tel-
ephone books and coupons, and
filling out tax forms, checks, in-
surance claim forms, census forms
and job applications, among many
others. Compensation and remedi-
ation happen concurrently. In .

other words, a learner can be
studying the rules of syllabica-
tion so that s/he can independently

divide up and sound out, for exam-
ple, poison-related words like
fatal, ventilate, and combustible;
at the same time,-the student can
fill out a sample job application,
have the teacher or tutor correct
it, copy the information onto a
clean form and carry it in the
wallet for reference whenever ap-
plying for a job. Similarly, the
student can keep an alphabetical
listing of common foods in the
supermarket so that if a friend
offers to pick up some groceries,
the student can -copy what s/he
wants from the list. Another use-
ful sheet to give students is a
list bf the numbers and their
spellings and a list of the
spelling and the abbreviations of
the days of the week and the months
of the year, for filling out checks.

Materials for survival skills
lessons are available free from
many places, even in quantity- -
tax forms, menus, driver's license
applications, fire safety pamphlets,
farming informaticn from the county
extension agent, consumer informa-
tion from the Food and Drug Admin-
istration, etc. Another advantage
of teaching in a group situation
is that students are an excellent
source of these materials and also
of opinions and experiences gener-
ated during discussions of these
real-life tasks. The publishing
companies have also put out wany
materials in this area, following
the Adult Performance Level (APL)
study in 1975.(9)

CONCLUSION

This spectrum of reading and
writing skills that the functionally
illiterate adult has missed out on
and needs to learn can seem a bit
overwhelming. The process of ac-
quiring them can take an adult
learner months or even years. The
job of the teacher or tutor is to
keep the whole span of skills in
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mind, but to deal with one piece
at a time, and to help the student
set realistic short-term goals.
The previously mentioned skills
checklists, kept in each student's
folder, help,. the teacher keep
track of each student's progress
on phonics, sight words, spelling,
comprehension and survival skills
and also give the student clear
visual proof of accomplishment.

All of these skills can be
taught effectively by a trained

1

volunteer tutor, and this country
needs every literacy volunteer who
can lend a hand. In addition,
however, more adult learning cen-
ters need to include instruction
for adults at the 0-4 reading
level in their class offerings.
The continuity that an established
learning center can provide--and
the comfort and Inspiration that
the students offer each other in
a group setting--are very impor-
tant to a student who is beginning
a long haul..

FOOTNOTES
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Special Projects in ESL
One Class' Story

DAVID RUSSELL
formerly, the Cardinal Cushing Center

If ESL classrooms can be thought
of as two different kinds of places
--a narrowly defined class for
language skills, or an environment
for sharing experiences, problems
and cultural projects--then the
classroom in this story is of the
second type. This is the story of
a class that undertook two pro-
jects--producing a magazine of
writings for citywide distribution
in Boston and making a video pro-
file of a student that has been
shown at adult learning centers in
New York and Washington, as well
aS'in Boston.

During 1984, T taught twelve
students_of the advanced ESL class
at the Cardinal Cushing Center in
Boston's South End. (I also taught
the most basic level, and while we
also undertook projects there, this
story concerns only the advanced
class.) The English language abil-
ity of the class can be described
this way: they were capable of
understanding a good deal of Eng-
lish but had trouble speaking it
because they always spoke Spanish;
as far as they were concerned they
"could not write in English" and
they had difficulty reading, also.

As always, I began by asking what
their goals were. I asked such
questions as, "Do you want to con-
centrate on speaking only, or do,
you also want to work on writing
and reading?" and "Does anyone have
plans for higher education in the
United States?" The unanimous re-
sponse was they wanted to work on
conversation, reading and writing.
There was a need for a comfortable
place to try out English conversa-
tion on a regular basis-. For some,
there were plans to enroll in a
community college or state univer-
sity. Others wanted to understand
newspapers or the documents they
received. There were three stu-
dents who could not read or write
well in their native Spanish, and
while they wanted to read and write
English, the task seemed formidable
to them.

Ricardo Calejas, a fellow teach-
er at the center, had suggested
that a magazine of student writ-
ings, to be completed over the
course of the four month semester,
would provide motivation needed for
the difficult endeavor of writing
in a new language. But it was not
until after a first writing assign-

_
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ment ( ",Why did you come to,, this
country?") that I actually'made the
suggestion to the class. I think
only five students completed this
first composition and I typed these
up and had. them copied. For every-
body it was the first time their
words had been typed and photo-
copied; there was a kind of buzz
when the papers were passed out,
both embarrassment and pride.

There we three primary pur-
poses identified when we discussed
the magazine: 1) the. class could
practice writing; 2) future classes
could use the magazine as a reader
and as inspiration to write their
own stories; 3) the magazine could
be distributed to native Bostonians
who, -the class felt, did not under-
stand the experience of contempo-
rary immigration.

I asked who wanted to edit the
review, and two of the best writers
in the class volunteered immedi-
ately. Their cirst task was to
write a flyer to be distributed
throughout the center, announcing
the magazine's existence and in-
viting articles from all students.
With this flyer, the writing had
already begun. It turned out that
no other class would be doing very
much writing (they were very basic
classes) and the editors' jobs
proved to be more minimal than ex-
pected. We would produce only one
issue by the end of the semester,
but we didn't know this at the out-,
set.

WRITING FOR THE MAGAZINE

Although it was agreed that one
short essay per week would not be
unreasonable, it became clear that
everyone's reluctance to write was
great, despite their stated goals.
There were a couple of students who
steadfastly claimed that they could
not write, renewing the claim each

week. It became evident that if
we did not have a project such as
the magazine it would have been
much easier for people to give up
on writing entirely.

I often sat down with the people
who were least able to write, for
up to an entire class period.
"Tell me, just tell me right now,"
I would say, "why you came to this
country." A story gradually un-
folded, the person relaxed, and we
forgot about the pen and paper in
front of us. After the story was
finished, I'd say, "How did that
story start?" We would begin with
the first word of the first sen-
tence. I was not concerned with
proper spelling, but with conquer-
ing the fear at hand. The student
wrote the words as he or she heard
them, and we sometimes got up to
three sentences down. The better
writers in the classy came to take
my place in this process of helping
those most afraid of trying. There
was a student who was completely
illiterate and, because it was not
a literacy class, we couldn't sys-
tematically devote the time needed
to teach him. But we were able to
do. two things: 1) He told us his
stories and we transcribed them;
from this he saw his words could
indeed appear on paper, and he be-
gan to pick out and recognize
words from the transcriptions; and
2) We painstakingly worked our way
through short sentences as he wrote
them, when time allowed for this in
class.

Many of the assignments were to
be done at home over the course of
the week, the topic having been de-
termined on Monday. But very often
Friday arrived and more than half
the class had written nothing. It
became standard to use Friday's
class, and sometimes Wednesday's
or Thursday's, to write.
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A rather typical teacher-student
dynamic evolved around the writing
assignments. I wojuld, on Monday,
bring up the week's composition,
and it would be greeted by groans--
from the, most advanced students as
well as the most basic--before a
subject had been discussed. Yet,
they would insist they wanted to
complete the magazine. These
groans would always be offset by
the pride, humor and overall dis-
cussion generated when readipg the
typed versions of the week's com-
positions.

I found that the dread that
greeted each week's composition
meant that people wouldn't select
their own topics. I always began
by asking what we should write

about. There were wonderful ties
when another aspect of the class
(a particular news item, a biogra-
phy, the subject of elections or
taxes) naturally presented compo-
sition topics, or when our dis-
cussions were so good that people
were eager to write about them.
Such titles as these came up: "He
Didn't Want to Dirty Hands with a
Puerto Rican Girl"; "Snow When It
Falls Like Cornflakes"; "I Was
Arrested." But other times I had
to say, "If you won't pick a topic,
I will." I tried to choose from
the many aspects of the students'
lives that we had shared. People
could accept my suggestion or de-
vise their. own topiC. Some did
neither, but simply said, "Let me
come up with something at home

An ESL class at Casa del Sol in Boston reacts to "Our Own Words"
(photo: T. Matte)
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I'll write something for sure." This Magazine
There was'always an open ,choice. This magazine was written for
Assigned topics pioduced composi- the purpose of getting the opinion
tions like: "Why I Will/Will Not of each student about their own
Stay Here, (in the U.S.)"; "If Life thoughts on some cases, about their
Here Is Better Than In My Country"; own culture, or their own country,
and "What Do Hispanic People Want what does life mean in this country
From a President?" One student, and the problems that we found
Carmen Ruiz, who was always one of learning a new language. As a sec-
the most reluctant writers, turned and purpose, we want people to see
out to be one of the most prolific. how we struggle and see how the

Hispanic community is trying to co-
Unfortunately, because of the exist with the people of the USA.

usual problems encountered by the We want people to know the Hispanic
immigrant adult learner, attendance community itself is here to stay
was not regular and people would although many of us will not stay
fall behind in compositions. In here forever. We hope this magazine
these cases, we accomplished what- will be read by many kinds of peo-
ever was possible given the time we ple, from the poor people to the
had. rich people, black and white, old

people, young people, etc.,
The compositions.generated a

rhythmr, of discussions in which
powerful personal experiences were
shared. ,,This naturally fed another
goal chosen by the class, which was
donversation ,in English, and we
rarely had to fabricate a premise
for talking. We also got to know
each other quite well and this made
the classroom a real place of -

friendship, humor and support. I

made my own contributions in writ-
ing, about my own experiences,
though these finally were not in-
cluded in the magazine out of neg-
lect and for no other conscious
reason.

UMW

"For everybody it was the first
time their words had been
typed and photocopied; there
was a kind of buzz when the
papers were passed out, both
-embarrassment and pride."

We also discussed ideas for il-
lustrations. Only'one student drew
an illustration for his story; the
others were generously contributed
by a friend of mine, artist Deb

At first we thought the compc- Boardman. Layout was completed by

sitions would simply be photocopied me and the only student who did not

and collated.- We later learned have a job or family to take care
that the Adult Literacy Resource of. Although problems developed
Institute, established by the city with the printing, all of that was

at RoxburyCommunity College, would not tremendously important, given

help us to get the issue, printed at that the publication already ex-

the University of Massachusetts/ ceeded our initial expectations.

Boston. Since I could type, I put
the stories into columns on ' :he "PANAMA TO BOSTON"
word processor of a friend. Mean-
while, we voted on a titletour Distribution of the magazine

Own Words: First English Thoughts" accompanied (and introduced)' the

--and collectively composed an in- showings of our video all over the

troduction to the issue: , city. The video had grown out of
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a story that unfolded over the
course of the semester and that
came to involve everyone in the
class: Felix Pique had come to
Boston from Panama in September of
1983. He had married a Filipino
woman, something the class .found
interesting because the only shared
language in the marriage was Eng-
lish. Felix was therefore the only
student who had to speak English
outside ofdiass.

Felix wrote about his life in
his compositions. He wrote about
his wife and himself moving to the
Charlestown Housing Prbject as part
of the city's effort to integrate
it. The Piques' mail was regularly
destroyed, their car was repeatedly
vandalized, and youths harassed
them with racial insults. As Felix
wrote: "A police woman tame and I
told her about the problem and she
said, if you don't like to have a
headache better move. But I don't
know what to do betause we are new
and betides that is not easy to
look an apartment so we still live
there."

It became a topic of class dis-
cussion: what could we do about
this problem? "Tell the mayor
about it," everyone agreed. Ray
Flynn was the newly elected mayor;
he had pledged to rid the city ap-
paratus of racism. A class period
was devoted to writing a letter to
'Jose Rodriquez, an Hispanic com-
munity liaison person at the
mayor's office. We invited him to
our class to discuss the problem
Felix had.

Jose came and talked to us. He
arranged a meeting for Felix with
the head of police for the Charles- connected to Roxbury Community
town section of Boston. The meeting College, which was a sister insti-
never came to pass because the chief tution to Bunker Hill, Bob waived
failed-to show up. We talked about all rental fees on equipment and
this and everyone urged Felix to gave us complete access. But we had
call Tose Rodriguez again, which he to employ two Bunker Hill media
did, but to no avail, students at the rate of $10 per

While all of this developed, I
had been trying to fihd video
equipment for our class. I had
previously used cable television
to document housing conditions for
a tenants' union, and I had several
ideas, which we had already dis-
cussed, about how video might be
used by our class. One idea was
simply to film everybody speaking
English and then play it back;
another was to somehow record the
friendships and stories that had
evolved among students. The ideas
met with real enthusiasm, which had
gone dormant for lack of equipment.

Cable Access video was a possi-
bility, but their eight-week re-
quired training course was tocx long
for our needs. The Boston Film and
Video Foundation made equipment
available at rental ratE.s, but only
after paying a membership fee of
over $200. It was at a MATSOL
(Massachusetts Association for Tea-
chers of English to Speakers of
Other Languages), conference held at
Bunker Hill Community College that
I saw a student with a video camera
taping the keynote. address. Where
was he from? Who owned the equip-
ment? He said Bunker Hill had a
well-equipped studio and if I had a
project in mind I ought to contact
Bob Matorin, the director of media
services.

Bob Matorin was to become a
friend and the mentor of "Panama to
Boston", a fifteen minute video
profile of Felix Pique. The Adult
Literacy Resource Institute made
initial contact with him and a
meeting was arranged. At the meet-
ing we discussed terms and ideas.
Since the Resource Institute was
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hour. We would need technical
assistance anyway, so hiring the
students made sense, and they each
were. paid for 20 hours, though they
actually worked far more than that.
We wculd use 20-minute long, 3/4
inch video tapes. (Home video uses
1/2 inch tapes, but 3/4 inch is
closer to industrial quality.)

VIDEO DECISIONS,

Our original idea was to do a
collection of profiles that would
include the diverse stories of
class members: Carmen, a mother.
from Puerto Rico who lived in one
of the newer tenant-controlled
housing projects; Otto, a refugee
from Guatamala who couldn't obtain
legal status; Felix and the others.

Bob was quick to point dut the un-
manageability of such a project,
given our situation. It woula take
too long to get to know each person
on tape in any significant way. We
were talking about a series of sev-
eral hours, not a brief segment.
It was at first hard to accept
this, for it meant that not every-
one in the class could be a sub-
ject of the tape.

It was at this point--where re-
sources and time limited us-- that
the project became less partici-
patory for the classtas a whole_
If we'd had the equipment on a reg-
ular basis, we could possibly have
involved everyone. Yet most people
had little or no time outside of
school to devote to the project--

Scene from the "Panama to Boston" video (photo: T. Mattie)
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classes were in themselves a stress
on their work and home schedules.
It became clear that this was to be
a shorter, experimental project in-
stead of one designed from the be
ginning of the semester to involve
everyone in particular ways, as
part of school. (By the end of the
project, however, we would have
been prepared for such a planned
project. The Cultural Edudation
Collaborative, a state funded pro-
ject, is running just such a pro-
gram with nine adult education
centers in and around Boston. They
will take students and educators
through a systematic training that
results in productions by and about
these educational programs. Our
tape served as an inspiration for
other programs to participate.in
this project.)

° Bob suggested we would get the
most out of our tape if we focussed
on one student. After much
thought, I decided that Felix was
perhaps the best subject because
his English was the most under-
standable (the subject would 'nar-
rate the tape) and his story had

many interesting aspects, including
his tri-lingual marriage, his
change from teacher to factory
worker in the course of immigra-
tion, and his problems at the
housing project which had already
involved the class.

t brought this idea to the class
and people thought it sounded fine.
The fact that any video at all
would be made about our group was
quite exciting. Felix was de-
lighted at the prospect of putting
his autobiographical compositions
into a video tape. Wilmer Amador,
a 19-year-old student from Honduras
who had afternoons free, pledged to
assist on all production wok.
Carlos Frontado was our assigned
camera man from Bunker Hill; he was

an ideal person because he had him-
self just immigrated from Venezuela
and his rapport with the class was

instantaneous. Bill Litchman came
to work on sound.

We began by talking through the
script I had sketched out based on
Felix's compositions. We looked at
the various locations, including
school, the streets, Felix's home,
and his workplace. We learned that
it was crucial to visit each place
before taping to know where we
could plug in for power and what
lighting was needed.

I would learn, too, that script-
ing is the most important aspect of
developing an idea, because it re-
quires you to be absolutely clear
about what you want on tape. We
knew we would cover Felix's story
in a half hour and that the story
would move somehow between his
home, school, and work. Bob
Matorin suggested I use a story
board, in which one sketches, visu-
ally, what the tape will look like
from beginning to end in a series
of boxes or "frames". This was
very helpful because I was forced
to think about what shots, exactly,
we.would need in every situation.

TAPING THE SCENES

We shot four tapes in and around
the classroom.' We knew that the
classroom segments were important,
and() e filmed them first, while the
,class was at its peak during the
semester. I planned my lessons for
these filming days to evoke the
most conversation and animation
possible.'-- we told and read stor-
ies about embarrassing experiences
with English in public places. My
story was about using Spanish in

public.

It was disruptive and strange to
ihave lights and sound equipment n

the small classroom, but when
everyone used the camera and

watched themselves in the monitor,

we all felt more comfortable. The

group itself was so friendly and
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' relaxed that when we actually be-
gan class, people were pretty much
themselves. Unfortunately, those
who were usually more self-con-
scious-about speaking in class

rdly spoke at all. (Here-again
is an example of how a longer,
pla ned video project could include
more students. If we'd had the
equip ent all the time, we could
have c tured more of the spontan-
eous an surprising moments of the
class.) ne person who did speak
was Julio alVez, from El Salvador,
who told a onderful story that
played a pro inent part in the
video tape.

We taped a l out session for
the magazine, wh Bch was great be-
cause people were' owing around and
talking. Carlos and I had some
idea of the need fo closeups and
group shots from the cript. For
the exit shots, we ha everybOdy
leave school three times doing it
over and over for a good

,

of
angles. The friendship and inti-
macy of the class made this kind of
effort possible.

"So we found a loading dock,
where Felix unloaded the
truck, hardly keeping a straight
face much of the time because
we were in the middle of
nowhere."

tried to confine the interview to
topics taken from Felix's composi-
tions.

Saturday at the project started
with a large meal. I never went to
Felix-1-s house when they didn't, feed
me plenty of food, and this day was
no different--they fed Carlos and
Bill too. Felix's father was
there, and a number of Aleleide's
Filipino friends, which made for a
relaxed atmosphere and a fine meal
scene for the tape. By the,time
Felix and Adeleide sat on the couch
to talk, we had sound trouble. We
had to do the interview twice be-
cause of this. Sound is unbeliev-
ably important -- good, consistant,
clear sound. Getting this sound is
ensured by using the correct type
of microphone for that situation
and placing it jupt right., Impor-
tant parts of our tape were unus-
able due to pcior sound quality.

Sitting off camera, I asked the
questions and learned a great deal
from the interviewwhich wound up
changing the script. Felix said
he'd come to the U.S. to meet his
father for the first time; that be-
cause he was born in the Canal Zone
and was therefore a U.S. citizen,
he was disparagingly called a "Ion-
ian" in Panama. Adeleide said she
had lived here for seven years and
had worked three jobs before they
were married; that she had helped
Felix to get his job in the factory
and now worked the same shift as
Felix. There was, in fact, too
much information to choose from,

An interview with Felix and his and this was the hardest problem of
wife, Adeleide, took place on a all. \Which parts of the story
Saturday at the housing project. could ye most effectively tell?
The interview would serve as a base Carlos end' a were continually going
for the entire story, and the tape o
would always return to Felix and

over the script and revising it.

Adeleide speaking between various After the interview, we taped
parts of the story on school, work,1 Felix walking down the stair of
etc. I had carefully composed a times we taped himhis home, tlist

of questions about their lives getting his ail and getting intoi

and reviewed these ahead of time the car and leaving; and we taped
with Felix. Overwhelmed at the the exterior O the projects -- all
vastness of the possibilities, I of which was used in the segment-

A
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dealing with Charlestown. Felix
and Adeleide's enthusiasm for the
project mattered so much; otherwise
they would never have gone through
all of this. But the idea had
grown out of Felix's compositions
and the project interested him
greatly. It was the trusting and
intimate rapport of the classroom
which enabled us to tell the story
on video tape.

PROBLEM SHOTS

The greatest disappointment came
when we were steadfastly refused
permission to tape Felix and Ade-
leide at work in their Cambridge
factory. For about two weeks I had
been negotiating with Felix's boss
at the large TRW plant that makeS
parts for the automobile industry.
There was no union to ask. At
first the man.said it would not be
a problem; then he said they were
very worried about revealing their
production processes to their com-
petition, so we could only film in
certain parts of the factory; then
he said we could only tape Felix on
the loading dock where he sometimes
worked and could not tape Adeleide
on the assembly line at all;
finally he said we could not film
anywhere on the factory premises.
He would, however, loan us a loaded-
truck--one that Felix ordinarily
unloaded--and have it driven to
some other dock where we could
tape. Strange as this arrangement
seemed, we at least needed footage
of Felix at work, even if taping
Adeleide at work was regretably
ruled out. So we found a loading
dock, where Felix unloaded the
truck, hardly keeping a straight
face much of the time because we
were in the middle of nowhere.

One of Felix's classmates, Otto
Ovando, was a Guatamalan student,
formerly a labor leader in his
country who was forced to leave for
political reasons. He'd been un-
able to obtain legal status in the
States and was moving to Canada,

much to everyone's sorrow. I had
decided to throw a going away party
for him at my apartment (the class
had several parties thro0 hout the
semester) and it occurre me at
the last moment that this uld be
worth taping. It was a terrific
party, the feeling of solidarity
in the class could not have been
better, and the opportunity to
touch on another student's life
was welcomed.

Finally, I had an idea to change
the script for a more dramatic be-
ginning: we would tape Felix and
Adeleide leaving work at midnight,
talking to their co-workers. This
way, we could glean the view native
Bostonians had of their immigrant
co-workers. The results were very.
mixed.

To begin with, there was the
problem of finding an electrical
outlet, because the factory refused
to help. MIT was directly across
the street (a fact that made for
interesting contrast in the narra-
tive later) , and after a good deal,'
of asking, we'secured permission
to plug in. Secondly, a security
officer from the factory almost
stopped us from taping at all,even
though we were on a public side-
walk, until I mentioned the right
,names of managers at the plant.
Finally, and most importantly,
standing around a factory gate at
the end of a hard night-shift proved
to be a bad time to initiate
conversation. Two of the four co-
workers (all friends of Felix and
Adeleide) did respond amply to
questions, but again bad sound
left us with the voice of only

one. We used the segment for the
opening, but not as effectively las

we had hoped.

It might have been better,
though equally difficult to ar-
range, to have a relaxed conversa-
tion over coffee with Felix and
Adeleide's coworkers, at the pro-
jecterhaps. But I was working
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full-time as a teacher,and Felix
and Adeleide worked long shifts in
addition toiovertime, and, we simply
did not have enough time to care-
fully obtain all the visuals we
needed.

THE FINAL CUT

Over the course of the summer
I took a class at Bunker Hill and
learned to operate the editing
system myself, which was far less
frustrating than watching someone
else do it. From May to August I
went to Bunker Hill to use the
editor almost every day after work,
often with Wilmer Amador to help.
But we only had the system for a
couple of hours at a time, which
was never enough to make real
headway. Editing was the most ar-
duous process of the entire pro-
ject, but it's where the tape was
ultimately made viewable.

the spontaneity of their voices,
but it had to be done. It was a
supreme lesson in pronunciation for
Felix.

"Felix and Adeleide came to
several showings of the tape
and astounded me with their
assertive discussion of issues
in the tape, often sounding like
leaders. They clearly were em-
powered by making the
tape..."

I then cut the entire tape over
again, in a fraction of the time it
took to do the first. I used the
new narrative as my guide and in
the end-we had a tape that was only
12 minutes long and which held to-
gether and Conveyed what we wanted.
An absence of certain images (such
as the factory) kept the tape

There were points caring the short; anything longer with our
editing when I felt rear despair. shortage of material would have
We had twelve 20-minute tapes which been a very boring mistake.
had to come down to one 30-minute
tape. The sound was very uneven The overall cost came to $700.
and I did not know how to make it Four hundred dollars for the two
smoother. The first rough cut of student-technicians from Bunker
the tape was bad and I felt ter- Hill, and $300 for the tapes. The
rible. I finally learned how to reward has come in the months since
,mix sound on two channels, allow- completion, with over twenty show-
..,ing us to put background to the ings at community and adult educe-
narrative, which was a vast im -' tion centers.
provement: Then the narrative it-
self had to be entirely rewritten. As a postscript to this story,

Felix and Adeleide came to several
Felix's English was understand- showings of the tape and astounded

able to me but not to other view- me with their assertive discussion
ers. We needed to consolidate all of issues in the tape, often sound-
the things he'd said over the ing like leaders. They clearly
course of the hour interview and were .empowered by making the tape
have him read it clearly. I had and felt confident for example,
transcribed the taped interviews about voicing their problems with
and from these wrote a script for the city. During the first week
Felix and Adeleide, using their that the tape was shown, Felix re-
words. I then took a microphone ceived a call from Jose Rodriquez,
and tape recorder to their apart- of the mayor's office. He'd heard
ment one Saturday and had them about the tape and was very worried
read the script slowly and clearly. .about how his name had been men-
We obviously lost a good deal of ('tioned in the story of police in-
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action at the Charlestown projects.
He immediately arranged for another
meeting between'Pelix and the po-
lice official in Charlestown. This
meeting did take place, and the po-
lice made their first report on the
case in its year-long history.

The Casa del Sol class views "Panama to Boston" (photo: T. Mattie)
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Missing Pieces --A Proposal
To Reappraise Adult Literacy
Using Different Frames of Mind

LYNELLYN D. HORNE
formerly, the Jamaica Plain Community School

INTRODUCTION

Dope will get you through times
of ,no money but money won't get
you through times of no dope.

(Popular 1960's Saying)

Traditional definitions of
literacy - reading and writing -
are the money in this modern prov-
erb, whereas the "smarts or intel-
ligence" claimed to underlie lit-
eracy is the dope. Those who have
the money often mistakenly believe
that it necessarily buys the dope,
but those who live without money
know there are many different ways
to obtain dope. The analog is
that literacy advocates 1) fail
to consider the practices and
social correlates behind their
claims, and 2) narrowly define
literate from their particular
literacy frame of mind. Studies
of the relation of literacy to
cognition have made us wary of
claiming that literacy necessari-
ly, in and of itself', affects
generalized changes in cognitive
ability and metaliguistic knowl-
edge (Scribner and Cole, 1980).
Instead, investigations of liter-
acy take into account the partic-
ular set of organized practices

(Scribner and Cole, 1980), the
specific cultural uses of language
(Heath, 1983) , and relevant social
and historic conditions (Freire,
1970, Luria, 1976, and Kozol, 1980).

Definitions of literacy have
become increasingly sophisticated
over ,time. The conventional defini-
tion is reading and writing.
Laubach and Literacy Volunteer's
of America treat literacy in this
sense. Many literacy campaigns
lacking a political function
(eg. Colombia) or the "Back to
Basics" movement have a conven-
tional perspedtive. Goody's
(1977) description of preliter-
ate vs. literate societies also
presupposes a conventional defini-
tion. During the 1950's UNESCO got
involved in promoting literacy in
the Third World and Gray and
others developed a notion of func-
tional literacy (Levine p. 251) .

Since then, functional
has evolved from notions of a
level of attainment allowing
adults to function in their social
environments (p. 253) to Levine's
recent definition that "Function -
al literacy is taken to be the
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possession of, or access to, the
competences and information requir-
ed to accomplish those transactions
entailing reading or writing in
which the individual wishes - or
is compelled - to engage" (p. 264).
Levine's definition, to some extent
parallels the state of the art in
research as seen in Scribner and
Cole's (1980) study of the Vai.
A third definition of literacy is
found in Freire's (1980) work and
the Cuban and Nicaraguan literacy
campaigns. For Freire, literacy is
a process of conscientization
whose context is the concrete
social reality in whicn man exits.
The acquisition of literacy re-
quires an authentic dialog between
learners and educators. Proponents
of this definition see literacy in
relation to other social, cultural
and historic Ch-anges, Thus, defin-
ing a community and a new set of
social relations is important.
And Vygotsky and Luria, for
example, studied the role of liter-
acy and collectivization on cog-
nition during a period of social
change. Although proponents argue
that a total socialist revolution
of society precedes universal lit-
eracy and conscientization, Freire
(1984) adds that, in advanced
western societies, the challenge
is to overcome the culture of
silence.

Literacy, regardless of its
definition, is one of many sym-
bolic technologies, as cross-
cultural studies and modern no-
tions of "literacies" suggest.
Philosophers such as McLuhan
(1964) have challenged the pri-
macy of the written word, but not
until Gardner's Frames of Mind
has there been a theory elaborat-
ing the different symbolic systems.
Gardner defines seven systems, or
intelligences;\ and literacy,
depending on the nature of the
task, maliemploy several intel-
ligences. Each "frame of mind"
or intelligence also has its
literacy. His notion also

forces , o reevaluate our par-
ticular 4itural bias towards
conventional literacy, when we
consider it is but one of several
symbolic technologies.

"Programs' success
stories...are. those people
who become aware of their
particular frames of mind
intelligences--and whose self-
awareness propels them to ex-
press their individual talents in
larger social frameworks and
settings."
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In this paper I will argue for
a frames of mind vs. a literacy
perspective in terms of programs
and research, because I believe
"frames of mind" may elucidate a
broader understanding of cogni-
tion.I begin by defining the
characteristics of an adult pop-
ulation who are not conventionally
literate and who reside in pri-
marily oral culture. I then re-
view relevant literature to show
how concepts of literacy and its
relation to cognition have :solved
over time. I also discuss how the
literature descibes the oral -
literate transformation many adults
in our society are undergoing.
Finally, I explicate how a frames
of mind perspective vs. simply a
literacy one may provide a more
appropriate model for adult
educational programs. My hope is
that such a perspective will en-
large our understanding and
appreciation of diverse cultural
and personal approaches to knowl-
edge.

My particular interest in frames
of mind is not wholly theoretical
In developing literacy programs,
I have observed a trend. When
adults enroll in the program, they
ask for conventional literacy --
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to read and write better. As they,
become more involved in the pro-
gram, they bring rental agree-
ments, letters, applications, and
other "ncuments to the classroom,
thud demanding a more functional
literacy. Increased involvement
also brings them in contact qith
a larger community and new social
network. Programs' success stories
however, are those people who be-
come aware of their particular
frames of mind - intelligences -
and whose self-awareness propels
them to express their individual
talents in larger social frame-
works and settings,

TARGET POPULATION:
PERCEIVING-THE NEED FOR LITERACY

"There is, in short, no need or
direct incentive in mill jobs to
make Trackton and Roadville adults
feel that they should read and
write more than they already do."

Heath, Ways With Words, p. 234

Hunter and Harmen (1979) de-
scribe the illiterate adult pop -
ulaion as a series of overlap-
ping spheres of racial and ethnic
minorities, the poor, those with
less than a high school educa-
tion, and those lacking conven-
tional o functional literacy
skills. The majority of illiter-
ate adults fall into the inter-
section of several spheres. Hunter
and Harmen also observe that more
Blacks, particularly rural (45%) ;
more Hispanics, particularly
women; and more Native Americans
than whites are illiterate. They
add in a footnote that 130,000
Southeast Asian refugees are
covered under the "Emergency Adult
Education Program for Indo-Chinese
Refugees." Finally, they observe
that illiterate adults are more
likely to be unemployed than lit-

,

erate adults but that employment
'figures do not correlate directly
to years of schooling" (p.41)
Hunter and Harmen (1979) depict

many of the characteristics which
would allow us to predict which
new immigrants from Central and
South America, Southeast Asia,
and Africa would be more likely
to supplement the spheres of
illiteracy. In assessing the lit-
eracy needs of new immigrants at
the International Institute of

, Boston and Boston Community
Schools, we (Horne and Spiegel,
1984) found that those in liter-
acy programs generally had less
than five years of formal school-
ing and many came from rural areas
(many of the Southeast Asians had
less than two years of school) .

While these immigrants could
find low-paying, dead-end jobs
they were also more likely to be
on welfare than their literate
fellow immigrants. In 1979 Hunter
and Harmen could not have fore-
seen that the influx of refugees
and immigrants would precipitate
new literacy programs and initia-
tives throughout the US five years
later. Over 130,000 Southeast
Asians have immigrated to Cali-
fornia alone (in contrast to their
footnote) . As a group,. Southeast
Asian refugees immigrating after
1979 are also less educated than
the refugees who left between
1975 and 1979. Many recent immi-
grantd from Central and South
America, North Africa and the

%fCaribbean, likewisp corn from
rural areas and have lim'ted
educational backgrounds ( 4ve
yeard or less).

Hunter and Harmen (1979), re7
flecting their perspective that N

illiteracy serves the class in-
terest of the elite, focused
more on socio-economic rather
than cultural aspects of.illit-
eracy. Thus, Hunter and Harmen
observe, "Each time competing mi-
norities reached the educational
levels they had been told would
lead to economic success and pres-
tige, the gaMe rules were changed."
(p. 19). The problem with socio-
economic analyses of literacy is
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that while necessarily compel-
ling, such analyses also rein-
force the stereotyping of il-
lite-ate adults as lacking what
the elites have. Even theorists
such as Frei re (1970) and Luria
(1976), imply that illiterate
adults are less critical because
of their socio-economic and his-
torical circumstances. However,
from working with so called
"illiterate" adults, I would
argue that most come from cultur-
es or subcultures with different
literate traditions and that they
function successfully within
their particular social networks
and cultural groups.

"From working with so-called
`illiterate' adults, I would argue
that most come from cultures
or subcultures with different
literate traditions and that they
function successfully within
their particular social networks
and cultural groups."

-4i111111i

In Ways with Words, Heath
(1983) observes that the "oral-
literate dichotomy does not
capture the ways other cultural
patterns in each community af-
fect the uses of oral and writ-
ten language." Heath found that
while mill executives talked
with and from written materials,
the factory workers had few
opportunities to use either writ-
ten or oral language. Heath's
work draws attention to the need
to examine what literacy means
within the context of the lives
from which people labelled as
illiterate come. If the contexts
are not likely to change, there
is no incentive for an adult who
:unctions well enough within his/
her context to become literate
in the sense defined by another,
usually more powerful, elite
group. Hunter and Harmen (1979)

also note "it is probable that
literacy skills follow rather
than precede development" (p.16)

Fingaret (1983) observes that
"many illiterate adults view
reading and writing as only two
of many instrumental skills and
knowledge resources that combin-
ed are required for daily work"
(p. 134) . Of the 43 adults in her
study, she classified only four
adults as dependent, i.e., those
who "do not believe they are
capable of intentional actirs-,
and they do not recognize their
withdrawal as an action in its
own right"(p.141). Fingaret's
description of the "dependent"
adult fits a small minority of
adults who enroll in literacy
programs and who are labelled
illiterate, but whose illiter-
acy is more symptomatic of,

4,external factors; eg. depression,
extreme economic hardship, or
drug or alcohol dependency. Most
illiterate adults, as Fingaret
observes, actively participate

- in either a cosmopolitan or local
social network. Adults with cosmo-
politan networks devise strategiPs
and use resources effectively
to bypass their lack of literacy
while other adults remain within
their local network, where liter-
acy is' less relevant. Adults in
both settings develop reciprocal
relationships with other literate
members of their network.

Fingarets' (1983) analysis
also applies to the newest immi-
grants and cultural minorities,
many of whom are semi- or non-
literate in English. Tran, a
Vietnamese, who was literate in
Chinese and had a high rank in
the Vietnamese army, got his
first job as a custodian for a
life insurance company. By 1982
he had risen to chief accountant
in the same company. Tran reads
and writes enough English to
respond to a simple note but has
only recently begun to develop
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English reading and writing
skills. Tran,however, has an ex-
tensive city-wide social network
which includes professionals,
leaders and colleagues outside
his Vietnamese,community. In con-
trast, Pimannyi'a Lao woman,
speaks enough English to work in
an assembly plant., In Laos,
Pimanny had only a few years of
schooling and worked in the
fields. Her English is limited to
expressions she needs to function
at work and to a few brief social
greetings. Otherwise, imanny's
social,network is primarily the
other Lao in her immediate neigh-
borhood and Lao she sees occasion-
ally at the Buddhist temple in a
neighboring city. Both Pimanny and
Tran have created social networks
that inclide literates in English.
Tran's network is more cosmopoli-
tan, perhaps reflecting his more
urban, educated background, where-
as Pimanny's is local.

As my analysis has thus far
suggested, most "illiterate"
adults are functioning members
of society. What, therefore,
motivates them to become more
literate in English? What gains
or rewards do they expect? One
motivation is clearly economic.
Gough found in New Guinea that
the Papuans believed that if
they learned to read the Bible
they could control the cargo
cults (Goody, 1968). Many adults
enroll in literacy programs with
cargo, cult illusions; that if
they can learn-to read and write
better, they will get a better
job. However, their sex or skin
color is probably a better pre-
dictor of upward mobility than
literacy level.

Employers do use illiteracy
as a rationale to deny immigrants
and other minorities employment
even in those jobs that require
Minimal skills. Many immigrants
respond to the pressure and en-
roll in programs. Weinstein

(1984) observes that such ex-
clusion on the part of employers
is a gate keeping mechanism,
screening Hmong and other minor-
ities from the job market and
other centers of social inter-
action. Weinstein has developed
as an alternative a literacy pro-
gram to meet the specific needs
of Hmong women,'who have estab-
lished their own craft industry.
Learning to write price tags and
design their own brochures are
meaningful skills for these wo-
men.

Adults are also motivated to
learn to read to participate more
fully in a religious or cultural
tradition or to acquire a special-
ized knowledge. Willard Walker
(1981) observes that many Chero-
kees did not become literate
until they were adults and that
most of the readers were over
thirty. They were motivated to
become literate to participate
more fully in their church, to
become more competent doctors, or
some combination of these (p. 150-
151). Walker also notes that with
in a few years, after Sequoyah, an
illiterate Cherokee, invented the
Cherokee writing system, thousands
of Cherokees became literate. In
reviewing the different Native
American writing sygtems, Walker
observed that in all cases liter-
acy preserved their forms of
social organization and that they
found one or more functions for
their literacy. The Native Ameri-
cans were also motivated by the
desire to communicate With distant
kin (Walker, 1981, p.17).) .

"Many adults enroll in literacy
programs with cargo cult DIU-
sions; that if they can learn to
read and write better, they will
get a better job. However, their
sex or skin color is probably a
better predictor of upward
mobility than literacy level."

11111111111.
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Many immigrants see literacy
as a means of preserving their
culture. Hmong leaders in Ban
Vinci Refugee Camp began native
literacy programs in part to
pref;erye the history and cul-
ture of Hmong. A Khmer group in
the Philippines Refugee Proces-
sing Center established their
own English literacy classes.
They also published stories, bio-
graphies and histories of the
Khmer. Tomas Kalmar reports that
Mexican migrants in Southern
Illinois were motivated to learn
when they developed their. own
dictionaries -(personal communica-
tion). Finally, many adults,
immigrants and other minorities,
are motivated by the need to
maintain the relationship and
ties to their more "American-
ized" and/or literate children.
As one black father told me, "I
don't want my son to know that
his father can't read and write,
or as Vietnamese wrote in the
Philippines Refugee Processing
Center, "We are afraid of los-
ing our children"(class pro-
ject).

Whatever the motivations,
literacy represents a change
of-direction in most adults'
lives. Kozol (1980) has argued
that our existing system pre-
cludes any real transformation
and that universal literacy is
only possible in a socialist
revolution. Kozol's argument,
however, overlooks the radical
transformations that rural,
uneducated immigrants necessari-
ly undergo in coming to an ad-
vanced technological western
society. Nor does it speak to
the concerns of a black wel-
fare mother who is consciously
transforming her world. That
these minorities may ultimate-
ly have a greater voice in our
society will certainly require
some profound social trans-
formations of which they will
be a part. Meanwhile, inter-

esting and profound transforma-
tions are occuring in their pri-
vate lives. To what extent liter-
acy or schooling are required in
this process remains to be seen.

CONSEQUENCES AND
INCONSEQUENCES OF LITERACY

"My liberal arts education taught
me how to write and think clearly,
which is what you need to be suc-
cessful. So many adults - even
those with good educations, engin-
eers and others, can't write.
They'll never make it to the top.
I didn't have all their technical
training but .I could write."

Barbara Brown, B.A.,
Stanford 1974, Former
Planning Director of MUNI

Brown's description reflects
both the reality and illusion of
cognitive claims for literacy.
The research on the relation of
literacy and cognition began with
similar assumptions and per-
spectives. With more testing of
these assumptions, researchers
began to notice the social cor-
relations framing that under-
standing. Ultimately, experi-
ences and observations in com-
munities outside of literate
university settings forced re-
searchers to notice specific
literacy practices in the con-
text of their social settings.
Future research, I hope, will
move beyond "literate" para-
digms of formal schooling and
conventional-literacy to dis-
cover and elaborate frames of
mind in a variety of cultural
contexts and settings. Before
exploring the new directiOns of
such research, I begin by mapping
the routes previous research has
taken.

Ironically, Levi Strauss
(1955), one of the first scholars
of preliterate cultures, had
little to say in literacy's favor.

O
AfteA observing a Nambikwara
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chief of the Amazon pretend to
be literate to gain power over
his people, Levi Strauss in-
veighed against the "strange
invention"(p. 337). Levi Strauss
argues that one of the most
creative periods of man, the
early neolithic, was without
literacy and that literacy had
only facilitated mass exploi-
tation. He also noted th'at
literacy is c ')ncomitant with
the creation of cities and em-
pires and integrates large
numbers of individuals into po-
litical systems. Nor did com-
pulsory education or literacy
campaigns escape Levi Strauss'
sardonic_gaze. He wrote, "the
systematic development of com-
pulsory education in the Euro-
pean countries goes hand in
hand with the extension of mili-
tary service and proletarianiza-
tion. The fight against illiter-
acy is therefore connected with
an increase in governmental
authority over the citizens.
Everyone must be able to read,
so that the government can say:
'Ignorance of the law is no ex-
cuse.'"(Levi Strauss, p. 338) .

However, Levi Strauss' attack
did not prevent future research-
ers from favoring the strange
invention.

Goody (1977) ignored Levi
Strauss' (1955) tirade but
noticed his distinction between
savage and primitive societies.
Sceptical of the "Great Dichot-
omy!', Goody argued that the
difference might be related to
changes in the mode of communi-
cation. Thus, Goody reformulated
the distinction as one between
literate and preliterate societ-
ies. He then argued that literacy
changed the structure of knowl-
edge. According to Goody, his-
tory replaced myth when man
could reflect on and evaluate
the past. Man also began to or-
ganize knowledge in lists,
tables, and formula. Writing

promoted hierarchical classifica-
tion, decontextualization, and
linear and reversible thinking -
all forms of logical, abstract"
thinking. But Goody also defend-
ed pre-literate thinking. Al-
though magical and unreflective,
it was also more fluid and inte-
grated. Pre-literatee did not
table or simplify reality, and
their oral performances were
generative, changing over time.
Goody's observations of distinc-
tions between oral and literate
cultures spurred future research
on the cognitive effects of lit-
eracy. Few researchers, however,
noticed initially that most
cultures were not simply oral or
literate. Ultimately, Goody's
(1968) earlier observations on
the impact of restricted liter-
acy irr different cultural settings
were more insightful than his
dichotomy.

In the same period Luria
(1976) , a Russian psychologist,
published in the West the results
of his research in the remoter
regions of Uzbekistan and
Kirghizia during 1931-32. Luria,
working under Vygotsky, looked
at how changing social conditions
brought about changes in methods
of thinking. Luria compared three
groups; ichkari women (illiterate
peasants), peasants who had
completed a literacy program, and
young collectivist farmers with
one or two years of schooling.
He analyzed di_fferences_dm_their
performance on Piaget-type.cogni-
tive tasks involving perception,
abstract generalization, deduction
and inference, and problem-solving.
He also investigated the forms of
imagination and self-analysis of
the three groups. Luria found
dramatic shifts in the nature of
cognitive activity and the
structure of mental processes
brought about by the transition
to collectivized labor and new
forms of social relations and
knowledge. The collectivized
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farmers with some schooling em-
ployed more abstract, linguistic
categories, categorical thinking
and logical reasoning than the
ichkari women and peasants. They
were also more creatively imag-
inative and objectively self-
-aware than the others. In the
various measures, Luria also
found a continuum of performance
on the cognitive measures from
ichkari women to peasants, who
had attended literacy programs,
to collectivized'farmers with
schooling. Luria concludes, "as
the basic forms of activity
change, as literacy is mastered,
and a new stage of social and
historical practice is reached,
major shifts occur in human
mental activity" (p. 161).

The power of Luria's (1976)
analysis was that he was able to
study changes in human conscious-
ness and cognition during a
period of social and historical
transformation. He did not focus
specifically on literacy, ex-
cept as a form of activity that
developed under certain histori-
cal and social conditions. Luria's
work places the oral-literate
dichotomy in a larger social
framework of analysis. Such a
perspective allows us to predict
the kinds of transformations one
might expect in the Nicaraguan
and Cuban literacy campaigns.
However, Luria's developmental
bias also presupposes that the
rational and scientific forms of
thinking of more advanced techno-
logical societies are necessarily
superior.

Elsasser and John-Steiner,
(1980) 6 in the school of Luria and
Freire, analyzed adult writing
ins truction. They argued that
"mastery of written communication
requires a difficult but critical
shift in the consciousness of the
learner" (p. 454) . Thus, they
designed specific writing tasks
to promote cognitive processes of

d.contectualizing and elaborating
one's thought. They argued that
only programs that build upon
cognitive processes can help in-
dividuals meet the long-term
objectives of using their liter-
acy as a tool of personal growth"
(p. 464). While Elasser and, John -
Steiner demonstrate the practical
applications of Luria's and
Freire's analyses, they do not -

elaborate what meaning such tasks
have for the learners themselves
in their own lives.

Down another road a group of
researchers conducting cross-
cultural studies of cognition
observed that literacy linked with
formal schooling promoted cogni-
tilie development. Greenfield 1

(1966), in her study of Senagalese
Wolof children's conservation of
mass, found "wider gap between
unschooled and schooled Wolof
children from the same rural vil-
lage than between rura]A and urban
school children." (p. 253) In
comparing the results of the same
study done with American children,
Greeenfield also observed that
different modes of thought could
lead to the same results. She noted
that American children achieved
conservation through an appearance-
reality schema while .Wolof children
employed an identity by recapi-
tulation schema. Researchers,
however, have only begun to look
at the different schema adults
bring to literacy tasks. Mean-
while, Greenfield's and other cross-
cultural Piagetians' observations
on literacy, formal schooling,
and cognition were tested and
challenged by Scribner and Cole
(1980) .

Scribner and Cole's (1980),
study of the Liberian Vai has
provided one of the most compre-
hensive, cautionary notes on the
effects of literacy on cognition.
In their study of the Vai, Scrib-
ner and Cole were able to dis-
tinguish between schooling and
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literacy effects. They found that
fOrmal schooling with instruction
in English improves performance
on certain cognitive tasks and
increased the subject's ability
to provide a verbal explanation
of the principles involved in
performing such tasks. Although
Scribner and Cole found some
evidence of schooling effects,
they did not find that literacy
promoted either generalized
changes in cognitive ability or
uniform changes in metalinguistic
knowledge. Abandoning "grand and
ancient speculations" of the
cognitive consequences of liter-
acy, Scribner and Cole then ob-
served specific literacy prac-
tices and the functional uses of
literacy. Specifically, they ex-
amined the skills involved in
Vai,'Arabic, and English liter-
ates' acquisition and uses of
literacy. Scribner and Cole then
devised cognitive tasks replica-
ting such skills. They found that
Vai literates, in giving direc-
tions, tended to use framing or
contextualizing statements more
than nonliterate or Arabic liter-
ates because the Vai had learned
to do similar tasks in their
letter writing. Vai literates
also performed better than non-
literates in using language as a
means of instruction, in talking
about correct'Vai speech, and in
using graphic symbols to repre-
sent language. Qur'anic liter-
ates likewise performed well on
tasks that, mirrored their specif-
ic literacy practices and they
out performed all groups on maxi-
mum perfect recall tasks. Scrib-
ner and Cole concluded that while
literacy promoted specific skills
it was not a surrogate for school-
ing.

By abandoning the theories
that see literacy as bringing
into existence entirely new
mental structures, Scribner and
Cole,have done a great service
to the field. They demonstrate

persuasively and, I hope, 'con-
clusively that literacy is no
more (or less) than a set of
practices employing a partic-
ular technology, system of knowl-
.

edge and set of skills. Scribner
and Cole's work also leads re-
searchers to look at particular
contexts and practices of liter-
acy in different settings before
making claims about its effects.

FRAMES OF MIND PROGRAMS

"I always wondered, why has
nobody discovered me? In school,
didn't they see that I'm cleverer
than anybody in this school? That
the teachers are stupid, too?
That all they had was informa-
tion that I didn't need."

John Lennon (Gardner p. 115)

The discussion would conclude
with Scribner and Cole (1977)
were it not that I believe that
we need a more adequate.theory
of knowlediN for our work with
adults of different cultures and
subcultures, who come from dif-
ferent symbolic traditions than
our own. In seeking ways to in-
corporate diverse cultural sys-
tems of knowledge, technologies,
and sets of skills adult lit-
eracy programs, I find that
Gardner's theory of multiple
intelligences, in Frames of Mind
(1983), provides the needed frame-
work. Gardner outlines seven
kinds of intelligences (or sym-
bolic systems); 1) linguistic,
2) musical, 3) logical-mathemati-
cal, 4) spatial, 5) bodily -
kinesthetic, 6) interpersonal,
and 7) intra-personal. For each
intelligence, he elaborates an

-end-state (the poet, mathematician,
artist, etc.), a set of core
abilities, stages, types of train-
ing, and its intersection with
other intelligences. Gardner
draws upon neurobiological,
genetic, and brain research (in-
cluding studies of aphasia,
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prodigies, idiot savants, and
normal populations, etc.) and
cross-cultural research to iden:7
tify the different frames. He
does not, however, incorporate
research on the subcultures of our
own society, which might strength-
en the application of his theory.

"Each symbolic system may be
said to employ its own literacy;
thus one can speak of
mathematical, 'musical, or ar-
tistic literacies:--the symbolic
literacies. Alternatively, there
are technological literacies, for
example computer or film
literacies. While Gardner
observes that 'most contem-
porary schools in the
developed world feature several
literacies,' most adult programs
offer only one literacy."

Gardner (1983) suggests that
different intelligences might be
elabbrated and promoted in dif-
ferent cultural settings. He
argues convincingly that our soci-
ety (i.e., mainstream) promotes
logical-mathematical intelligence
whose stages were elaborated by
Piaget. Gardner-suggests why west-
ern cross-cultural psychologists
spent so much time using Piaget
type tasks to test concrete oper-
ations in other cultures and why
our claims for literacy effects
centered on to what extent liter-
acy promotes rational and logical
thinking. Cultures where musical
intelligence is highly valued, for
example, may have equally stressed
forms of literacy that apply to
the development of composition
skills. Reading and writing, how-
ever, are but one of many liter-
acies in Gardner's equation. Each
symbolic system may be said to em-
ploy its own literacy; thus one can

speak of mathematical, musical or
artistic literacies - Lhe symbolic
literacies. Alternatively, there
are technological literacies, for
example, computer or film litera-
cies. While Gardner observes that
"most contemporary schools in the
developed world feature several
literacies" (p. 357), most adult
programs offer only one literacy.

Gardner (1983) provides a useful
distinction between know-how vs.
knoW-that knowledge in studying
different skills and abilities
(Gardner p. 68). Know-how is
tacit knowledge, shown by the
doing of the activity, whereas
know-that is propositional knowl-
edge of activity, i.e.,being able
to explain how to carry out the
activity. Gardner adds that prop-
ositional knowledge seems to be an
option followed in some cultures
but is of little interest in oth-
ers. I would argue that know-that
knowledge of a particular intel-
ligence is stressed at advanced
levels of formal schooling, in our
culture, whereas manyladults from
other cultures_ and subcultures
primarily value know-how knowledge
in their daily lives. Gardner pre-
fers to think of the various intel-
ligences chiefly as sets of know-
how knowledge, which tut across all
cultures.

Gardner's "Framework for Analyz-
ing Educational Processes Applied
to Three Cultural Settings" (p. 339)
provides a model for thinking about
the kinds of learning that might be
promoted in adult programs. Gardner_
identifies particular types of ed-
ucation having different intelli-
gences, media of transmission, locus
of learning, agents transmitting;-
knowledge, and contexts (Gardner
(p. 339). He adds that ways of learn-
ing differ in terms of being direct
or unmediated, outside of the con- -

text, and observational or not. He
also notes that the general context
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in which learning occurs is a
particular cultural context.
While Gardner believes that his
framework broadens our under=
standing of aspects of educa-
tion that might, otherwise re-
main invisible, he warns,
"Naturally, any application
of this framework must be
preliminary and tentative,
pending both close observa-
tion of the particular society
in question znd the development
of means for applying the
categories in unambiguous and
reliable manner" (P. 338)

The shift in focus from con-
ventional to functional to socio-

economic conceptions of literacy
to Gardner's (1983) symbolic
framework is a radical redirection
in an investigation of Adult
literacy. However, Gardner's
theoretical framework provides
a more complex lens through which
to observe the different intel-
ligences and forms of knowledge
required in an advanced technological
societies. At the game time, his
lens b-oadens our view of the forMs
of knowledge and intelligences off
other cultures. Ideally, if we can
interweave and intersect many
different types of knowledge, Jour

,society and its different members
will be the beneficiaries.
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Developing Listening Skills
Rationale and Discrimination
Exercises

JOHN CROES
Adult Literacy Resource Institute

This article identifies the
need for listening exercises in
daily ESL lessons and describes
some useful formats for presenting
them. A fan of Joan Morley's aural
comprehension formats, I developed
exercises and workshops in the
Southeast Asia refugee camps to
'apply the formats to survival En-
glish competencies. The formats
presented here have been used ex-
tensively in tape labs and classes
in the camps as well as in adult
ESL classes in the U.S.

Listening exercises expand a
teacher's repertoire of techniques;
complement speaking, reading, and
writing activities; and help the
teacher verify the students' under-
standing or need to practice more.
More importantly, they focus the-
students' attention, giving them
the opportunity to develop a skill
that they can use outside the
classroom. By listening activi-
ties, I am not referring to those
minutes during our lessons when
the teacher is explaining to,
answering, eliciting from, joking
with dnd in other ways talking to
the students, partly under the
impression that the students are

becoming familiar with the sounds
and patterns of English.1

Rather, the listening activi-
ties I am suggesting are focused,
objective, short. exercises that
require not student talk, but stu-
dent thought about what he or she
hears in English. The student
listens--no talk is needed-r-(4,Ilhese
activities check and exercis4 each
student's comprehension and abili-
ty to discriminate, and both/ the
student and teacher can obs ve
progress and improvement an read-
ily know what the student 9. der-
stands. They provide a useful
alternative to "Do you un
stand?" because the stude is test
and demonstrate their un er-
standing.

LEARNING SKILLS

In my estimation he most
significant feature f listening
exercises is the le rning skill
that the students evelop. Our
students, no matt r what level,
have Used highly ophisticated
learning skills 1n learning their
first (and latei) languages.
Through age an disuse, these
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skills may have atrophied, but
they are within the students'
grasp if developed through exer-
cise and practice. What are
these learning skills that the
teacher can help the student
develop? Although not a compre-
hensive list, I would include
the following:

1) PAYING ATTENTION. Listen-
ing is not hearing. Listening
involves paying attention to what
is being said. Unless a student
decides to concentrate on the
language and the skill develop-
ment; s/he will be unable to de-
velop the following, more com-
plex, skills. Indeed it is a
skill to be able to focus and re-
focus attention, to keep the mind
from wandering, to concentrate.

2) NOTICING. The phonemes,
grammar patterns, intonation,
rlythm and other aspects of lan-

age differ between languages,
and the student msut begin to
hear the differences. The first
step is to simply notice that
differences occur.

3) DISCRIMINATING. The next
step is to be so aware of the
differences that one listens for
the differences, anticipates
them, and attempts to hear pre-
cisely every aspect of the dif-
ferences.

4) PRODUCING. In one recent
class, a student tried to repeat
next. What I heard him say seemed
amazingly different: /spis/. I do
not know if he had heard /spis/,ur
if the transfer process from ear
to articulation had twisted and
mutilated the word next, or if
he just could not get his tongue
to do what mine had done. It is
fairly widely accepted that a lan-
guage learner will not be able to
produce what h /he does not hear.

..

4,

Students need practice articulat-
ing what the ear has received and
monitoring their own utterances,
i.e., listening to their own pro-
duction, discriminating differ-
ences between what they and others
say, and modifying their utter-
ances!

5) REMEMBERING. Another skill
is being able to retain what one
hears. When students become de-
pendent on written notes, their
aural remembering skill often
declines. The students need to
relearn auditory remembering
tricks and skills, and this can
be done through exercises that
require remembering what was
hard and teaching remembering
techniques.

"The listening activities I am
suggesting are focused, objec-
tive, short exercises that
require:not student talk,
but student thought..."

111111111W AOOIIMIIIOIMOIINIIIIMWMIMIMIIOIIIMIIIIIIWIIIIIIIIIIIMI

6) ANALYZING. Students should
be encouraged and challenged to
derive their .own hypotheses about
the language they are learning
and about the differences they
are hearing. Through the process
ot contemplating the differences
they notice between their native
language and .the target language,
they are becoming active self-
teachers. Focused activities can
help stud'ents notice differences
and encourage hypothesizing by
isolating and pointing out as-
pects to consj,der.

a

. These are at least some of the
listening skills that if exercised
can be developed into powerful' .

and effective learning' tools.
. ...

These tools can free the student.
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from the teacher, thereby enabling
self-reliance, self-teaching and
more efficient learning since the
world becomes the classroom and
every encounter becomes a lesson.

It is our responsibility as
teachers to help the students
develop these listening/learning
skills. This can be done by pro-
viding daily practice through
focused exercises. Exercises can
be developed for most content and
for all levels. There is a great
deal of language that we can
focus on to exercise our stu-
dents'listening ability. In the
phonological code are phohemes,
rhythm, stress, intonation and
emotion; the syntactic code in-
cludes word classes, affixes and
word order; among the semantic
aspects are word meanings, cul-
tural aspects, idioms, expletives,
colloquialisms, false starts and

'pauses.2 Our students should
have praCticenoticing, discrim-
inating, analyzing, producing,
remembering and checking their
comprehension with all language
aspects. And through the activi-
ties, we teachers will have feed-
back on what our students are un-
derstanding andhat more they
need.

TYPES OF LISTENING ACTIVITIES

The molt common types of
listening activities I have ob-
served in classes are the compre-
hension activities and phoneme
discrimination (minimal pair)
exercises. The comprehension
activities usually involve lis-
tening to a story or dialogue and
answering questions about the
content. The phoneme discrimina-
tion exercises are usually mini-
mal pair drills in pronunciation
lessons: fifteen/fifty or necks/

-next. The remainder of this arti-
cle describes other formats for
focusing the students' attention

on more differences in language,
thereby developing discriminating
skills.

Any language aspect can be
suitable for discrimination exer-
cises. While some discrimination
activities double-check comprehen-
sion, the main focus is on notic-
ing differences between items, not
on understanding meanings. Dis-
crimination exercises can be used
very easily and productively with
the following language aspects
and content:

- -Numbers (digits, money, pric-
es, time, dates, ages, ID numbers,
addresses, telephone numbers,
height/weight, sizes, periods of
time, etc.)

--Gender (subject/possessive/
object pronouns, titles, kinship,
occupation)

- -Singular/Plural
- -Vocabulary (days, months,

foods, rooms, etC.)
- -Phonemes (including suffixes

for plurality, 3rd person, tense)
--Letters of the alphabet and

spelling
- -Contracted forms
- -Sight words
- -Questions/Statements
--Tense
--Yes/No vs. Information ques-

tions vs. Or,questions
--Similar sounding sentences
- -Affirmative/Negative

Any class level can benefit
from focusing on all these aspects
of English, but the lower levels
can probably benefit more from
concentrating on various number
activities, gender , ?honemes,
letters and sic' .)rds, while
upper levels c n focus addition-
ally on contrac..d forms and tense.
The items in an exercise would also
differ according to level: lower
levels might hear only one struc-
ture throughout an exercise while
upper levels might hear mixed
structures. Upper levels can
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practice with more complex acti-
vities since their ability to,
understand more involved direc-
tions is greater; lower levels
should work with simpler formats.

The exercise on this page ex-
emplifies discrimination activi-
ties. Its purpose is to provide
aural practice in discriminating

the days of the week and recog-
nizing sight word items. It does
not check comprehension, only
recognition and discrimination. It
can be used at any level by varying
its complexity. It is competency-
based and communicative: it is
useful language necessary for mak-
ing appointments, and it is pre-
sented in a communicative context.

The student is instructed to listen to the teacher and to listen for the
day of the week mentioned in the exchange, then to circle (or underline
or mark an X on) the correct day on the worksheet.

Teacher Script Student Worksheet (Student sees only this)

1. What's today?
It's Thursday. 1. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. Sun.

2. What's today?
It's Monday. 2. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. Sun.

3. What's today?
It's Friday. 3. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. Sun.

4. What's today?
It's Saturday. 4. Mon. Tue. Wed. I Thur. Fri. Sat. Sun.

5. What's today?
It's Tuesday. 5. Mon. Tue. Wed. 1 Thur. Fri. Sat. Sun.

6. What's today?
It's Sunday. 6. Mon. Tue. Wed. 'Thur. Fri. Sat. Sun.

7. What's today?
It's Wednesday. 7. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat. Sun.

8.

,

What's today?
\

It's Monday. 8. Mon. Tue. Wed. ThUr. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Some variations on this activity are:

1. Change each question: What's today? What was yesterday? What's
tomorrow?

i

2. Vary the structures: Today's Monday. Yesterday was Thursday.
Tomorrow is Friday.

3. Use more complex structures: I'd like to maie an appointment.
Can you come on Thursday?

,

4. Use only statements instead of exchanges: Was, yesterday Monday?
My appointment is for Tuesda , July 8th. Can you come on Satur-
day at 9:00?

,1 70
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Such an exercise would of be
used to introduce or teach he
meanings of the days of the eek.
Rather, it is used after the pre-
sentation as a check of what the
students recognize and can hear and
to give practice in recognizing the
days of the week. However, depend-
ing on the level, it could be a
step before oral drilling, a review
exercise, or a diagnostic check to
determine what the students already
know. After doing the exercise,
the teacher knows how each student
performed over several items and
which, if any, students need more
practice. More importantly, the
student is developing a listening
skill and knows how accurately
s/he hears the items.

Numerous other formats are very
useful in discrimination activi-
ties. Among them are same-differ-
ent exercises and variations on
them, masculine-feminine exercises,
timelines, completion/dictation,
multiple choice and appropriate
response checks. Examples appear
in the Appendix. Some require a
worksheet on which the students
choose and mark answers. Some can
be marked on paper or in the stu-
dents' notebooks. Some require or
make use of pictures in books,
flash cards or classroom charts
from which the students make choi-
ces and mark in notebooks or on
worksheets. The only limit to the
kind and use of these activities
comes from the teacher's creativity
and imagination.

GUIDELINES FOR LESSONS

Listening exercises can be quite
simple to prepare, but they can be
complex if necessary. A tape lab
is not necessary, and I usually in-
clude several listening exercises
that do not require a tape recor-
der in each day's lesson. A tape
recorder does add the element of a
different voice to listen to:
after hearing several different

voices, students may develop confi-
dence in their ability to listen to
and understand more than just the
teacher. Whether using a tape re-
corder or not, there are several
issues to consider in planning,
preparing and presenting the les-
son.

"As much as possible, I try to
elicit correct answers from
students... My giving the
students the correct answer
does not help them hear the
difference."

1. At what rate of speed should
the speaker speak? My preference
is to speak naturally with normal
speed and volume.

2. How many times should the
speaker repeat an item? For the
kinds of discrimination exercises
presented in this article, I.prefer
to say/play each item only once.
Students tend to concentrate only
on the repetition if the items are
repeatedly given twice. I would
repeat the entire exercise two or
more times if I found that many of
the students had left many blank
spaces, however.

3. How much time should be given
for the students to respolid to each
item? I tend to allow about twice
as much time as it takes me to an-
swer it. With advanced classes, I
lessen the time.

4. How should corrections be
made? Whatever the method used, I
believe that the students should be
learning and developing their listen-
ing ability. As much as possible,
I try to elicit correct answers from
students. If there is disagreement
among the students, I repeat the
item several times, hoping that all
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the students will note the differ-
ence. My giving the students the
correct answer does not help them
hear the difference.

There are also several suggestions
and cautions I should mention.

1. As much as possible make the
exercises practice real listening
needs in a communicative context- -
exchanges rather than isolated
sentences and words. Analyze the
language being taught to distin-
guish between listening needs and
speaking-needs.

2. Make the directions clear and
concise. Practice saying them be-
fore presenting the exercise to the
class. Use the same directions for
the same kinds of exercises, and
the students will recognize the
consistency.

3. Give examples of the exercise- -
several if necessary. Especially
with beginning level students, ex-
amples may be more useful than oral
directiens.1 The format should not
be so confusing that it interferes
with the students' practicing the
language skill.

4. Insist on quiet and complete
attention. Focus the students' at-
tention. There should be no mum-
bling or commenting that might
disturb others.

5. Signal the students before each
item by saying the number.

6. Keep the exercises short - -five
to ten minutes may be sufficient.
A few exercises per lesson might
well be called for. Make listening
exercises a regular activity. The
same content or topic can be exer-
cised several times: numbers,
dates, spelling, phoneme discrimi-
nation, and several other aspects
of English need to be focused on
regularly. They can serve as ex-
cellent warm-ups, reviews and

diagnostic tools.

7. Because these are skills being
developed, do not expect perfec-
tion. Be patient, kind, helpful
and encouraging.

This article has focused on the
needs for and benefits of listening
exercises and has described some
techniques for developing the abil-
ity to discriminate language as-
pects. Besides being pedagogically
sound and useful, listening dis-
crimination exercises have some-
thing else to recommend them:
learners like them and quickly re-
cognize their value. Combined with
activities that encourage the learn-
ers to listen at work or in their
community, listening exercises can
help students become more efficient
language learners capable of direc-
ting their own learning.
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APPENDIX

In all the following examples, the teacher's script appears on the left
and the student's worksheet- -what the student should write in a note-
book--appears on the right. Only a few items are used in each example,
but an exercise would include about ten items.

Pronunciation

"You will hear two words (or sentences for more advanced lessons). If
the words are the same, circle (or underline, mark an X, check, or
write) S. If they are different, circle (etc.) D."

Teacher Script Student Worksheet

1. ice yes 1. S D
2. rice rice 2. S D
3. price prize 3. S D
4. Miss Ms. 4. S D

"You will hear three words. Two of them are the same, one is different.
Circle the number of the word that is different (or write the number) on
your worksheet(or paper)."

1. chin chin shin 1. 1 2 3

2. shoe chew chew 2. 1 2 3

3. chop shop shop 3. 1 2 3

Survival Content/Grammar

"You will hear two sentences. If they are the same, circle (check,
etc.) S. If they are different, circle (etc.) D."

1. What's your name?
2. What's your name?
3. What's her name?
4. What's her name?

What's her name?
What's your name?
What's your name?
What's her name

1. S
2. S

3. S

4. S

D
D

D

(This example uses only two different pronouns because it would be for
Level 1. A more varied exercise could be used. Other useful phrases
are "How are you/Who are you?" and "How are you/How old are you?")

"You will hear two numbers (or sentencewith numbers). If the numbers
(sentences) are the same, circle S. If. they are different, circle D."

11
14

60
150

1. S

2. S

3. S

4. S

D
D
D
D

(The same kind of exercise can be done with telephone numbers, addresses,
letters, dates, .spelling of words, etc.)
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"You will hear two words. If they are the same, circle S. If they are

different, circle D."

1. shoe shoes 1. S D

2. shirts shirts 2. S D

3. umbrella umbrellas 3. S D

4. belts
_

belt 4. S D

(While the exercise checks discrimination, it is really useful for sin-

gular-plural differentiation. Pairs of sentences rather than words
could also be presented, e.g. Did you see my shoe? Did you see my

shoes?) _...

Gender

"Listen to see if the sentence is about a man or a woman. If it is

about a male, circle M. If it is about a female, circle F."

1. What's his first name? 1. M
2. Where is her house? 2. M
3. Her name is Pam. 3. M

(Instead of M/F, pictures of a woman/man could appear on the worksheet

for the students to circle. For lower levels, it might be better to'use
just one sentence pattern and vary the pronoun. Other gender excercises

could use titles (Mr./Mrs./Miss), occupations--with M, F, and sometimes
circling both--and other types of pronouns.)

Questions-Statements

"Listen to each sentence. If it is a question, circle the question

mark. If it is a statement, circle the period."

1.1 Where are you from?
2. Are you from Laos? 2

3. This isn't my pen. 3

4. What is this? 4.

(For some levels, it might be better to control this exercise by using

only yes-no questions and statements or only certain information ques-

tions. It could also be controlled by limiting the content to one com-
petency--nationality, object identification, housing, etc.)

Singular-Plural

"Listen to each sentence. If it is about one thing, circle S (singular).

If it is about more than one thing, circle P (plural)."

1. What is this? 1. S P

2. What are these? 2. S P

3. Are these yours? 3. S P

4. They aren't mine. 4. S P
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Affirmative-Negative

"Listen to the following. exchanges. If the response is affirmative,
circle YES. If it is negative, circle NO."

1. Is today Monday?
Yes, it is.

2. Is it 7:30?
Not yet.

3. Do you like this shirt?
Not much.

1. YES NO

2. YES NO

3. YES NO

(This exercise can be simplified by making all the sentences one struc-
ture. Also, statements can be given rather than exchanges.)

Spelling /Letters

"Listen to the following exchanges. Circle the word that you hear
spelled."

1. Name? 1. PRAT PARTT PRATT
Pratt.
How do you spell that?
P-R-A-T-T.

2. Address?
Thirty-two Plunkett ,St.
How do you spell that?
P-L-U-N-K-E-T-T.

6

. PLUNKED PLUNKETT PLUNKET

(This exercise can be simplified by simply spelling words rather'than
using exchanges. Using just one competency area would be simpler, too.)

Sight Words

"Listen to the sentence/question. Circle the word that you hear."

1. What's your first name?
Is this your last name?

3. Please spell your name.

1. NAME FIRST NAME LAST NAME
2. NAME FIRST NAME LAST NAME
3. NAME FIRST NAME LAST NAME

"Listen to the sentence/question. If you hear the word on the left,
circle YES. If you do not hear the-word on the left, circle NO."

1. His last name is Jones.
2. What's your occupation?
3. What's your nationality?

1. LAST NAME YES NO
2. NATIONALITY YES NO
3. NATIONALITY YES NO

(These exercises can be simplified by using only one structure, or only
questions or only statements. The latter exercise can be used with ob-
jects: a picture of an object on the left, YES and NO on the right, and
a sentence or question that mentions or doesn't mention the object.)
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Appropriate Responses

"Listen to the following exchanges. If the answer/reply is good, circle

YES. If the answer/reply is not good, circle NO."

1. Goodbye. Bye. 1. YES NO

2. Do you eat meat in Laos? Yes, please. 2. YES NO

3. How are you? Twenty-eight. 3. YES NO

Numbers

from simplest to most com-
you hear."

The following is a sequence of activities,

plicated. "Circle the number of objects that

1. three 1. +++ ++++

2. five
2. ***** ****

3. seven 3. $$$$$ $$$$$$$

(This could be done with sentences.)

"Circle the number you hear."

1. three 1. 4 3

2. five 2. 5 4

3. seven 3. 5 7

(This could be done with sentences. It should next be done with larger

numbers, perhaps teens, then - ty's.)

"Circle the number you hear."

1. One seven zero. 1. 710 170

2. Eight three six. 2. 836 386 863

3. Four two nine. 3. 929 492 429

(Next it could be done as an address--one seventy, eight thirty -six --

and then as hundreds.)

"Circle the number that comes after the number you hear."

1. 7
1. 6 8 9

2. 6
2. 7 5 10

3. 11
3. 12 10 20

"Write the number you hear."

1. John has 2 brothers.
2. They have 4 children.
3. He's.17 years old.
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1. How old are you? 1. or 1. 53 35
I'm 53 years old.

2. Age? 2. 2. 22 72
I'm 22.

3. What's your age? 3. 3. 16 60
I'm 60.

(Other content could be used--addresses, telephone numbers, zip codes,
ID numbers, etc.) .

Completion

"Listen to the sentence and circle the word you hear."

1. I eat lunch at noon. 1. I (eat/ate) lunch at noon.
2. She wants to be a dentist. 2. She (wanted/wants) to be a dentist.

(The same kind of exercise can be used with numbers, prepositions, singu-
.lar -plural, time, addresses, question words, etc.)

FOOTNOTES

1Interestingly, Silent Way practitioners developed their students'
listening/learning skills by minimizing teacher-talk and forcing the
students to listen carefully to everything said, since it might be said
only once.

2Suzanne Herschenhorn, "Teaching Listening Comprehension Using Live
Language," in Teaching English as a Second or Foreign Language, Marianne
Celce-Murcia and Lois McIntosh, Newbury House Publishers, 1979, pp. 67-
68.
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Jobs for Youth's
Competency-Based
G.E.D, Curriculum

JEAN CHAMBERS
Jobs for Youth

Within "competency-based educa-
tion" (CBE Y, there are a number of
very different instructional mod-
els. A program which decides to
"go competency- based" must choose
or create the CBE model which can
best meet the needs of its learn,-
ers. Jobs for Youth in Boston has
developed a competency-based
G.E.D. preparation curriculum'
which we belieVe meets the needs
of urban, out-of-school youth and
young adults. This is a brief ac-
count of our curriculum develop-
ment proCess and a description of
this curriculum model in its cur-

\rent version. (A refined version
will be available from Jobs for
Youth in September, 1985.) First,
however, it is necessary to clar-
ify the differences between compe-
tency-based education (CBE) in
general and competency-based
adult education (CBAE) .

WHAT IS COMPETENCY-BASED
EDUCATION?

4

While there is disagreement in
the field, our program's defini-
tion of competency-bsed education
includes. the following three es-
sential features:

1) A set of written, measur-
able objectives. These are specif-

1

is statements of what is to be
learned. They govern the choice or
development of both learner progress
assessments and learning activities.
The objectives are used by both
teachers and learners.

2) Variety of learning activi-
ties and instructional materials.
Since the learning progress assess-
ment is tied to the objective, the
instruction may take any of a num-
ber of forms which )1.oduce the de-
sired learning outcome. Different
learning styles, needs, and re-
sources may thus be accommodated by
a wide range of learning activities.

3) Performance-based assess-
ments. "Competency" suggests the
ability to do something rather than
just the knowledge about something.
Assessing the learner's performance
is the most direct method of meas-
uring the learner's actua l ability.

These three features of CBE
should free learners and teachers
from sthne of the constraints of
traditional educational practice.
In traditional education, the stu-
dent often works to meet teacher
expeurations; in CBE, teacher and
leafrner are partners in working to
meet agreed-upon, stated objectives.
The focus of authority is not the
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teacher but the objectives and as-
sessments in\the curriculum. CBE
is learner-ceptered education.
Instead of following from teach-
ers' activities and instruction,
CBE is driven by agreed-upon
learning objectives and energized
by the learners! struggle to
achieve them. Thus, CBE can empow-
er- learners to ake responsibility
for their own learning.

"A program which \decides to
`go competency-baSed' must
choose or create CBE
model which can best meet
the needs of its learners."

VII

In addition to these three es-
sential features of * (written
measurable objectives,\ a variety
of learning activities, and per-
fornance-based assessments), there
are several other important fea-
tures:

4) Pre- and post-as6essments
for each curriculum unit (compe-
tency). Since a learnert,may al-
ready have mastered all pr part
of a given objective, a Pre-as-
sessment is usually given before
new learning is begun. If, a learn-
er passes the pre-assessor pnt, s/he
is said to have "tested °tit" of
the objective. Often, however,
the learner does not pass the pre-
assessment, and learning needs are
revealed. CBE can thus be 'diag-
nostic- prescriptive," with pre-
assessments providing helpful in-
formation about what needs to be
learned. Post-assessments are
given after the learner has com-
pleted the agreed-upon learning
activities, to determine whether
the objective has been mastered.

5) No grades and no failure.
In place of grades, there is only
"mastery" or some degree of "prog-
ress" towards mastery. Failure is
eliminated by the structure of

CBE. If a learner does not pass a
post-assessment, a new instruc-
tional approach may be used before
the post-assessment is attempted
again. The results of the original
post-assessment are not recorded
in the learner's or teacher's
files. Only successes are record-
ed.

6) Individually paced instruc-
tion. Because learners master
different objectives at differ-
ent rates, and because they start
with different levels of skill,
they make faster progress when
allowed to learn at their own
pace.

7) Open-entry, open-exit pro-
gram structure. Since learners
begin at different points in the
curriculum, some complete the
curriculum earlier than others,
creating spaces for other learn-
ers. Thus many CBE programs adopt
an open-entry, open-exit policy.
Learners may enter whenever there
is an opening and leave when they
complete their agreed-upon objec-
tives.

8) Learner involvement in de-
fining what, when, and how to
learn. Depending upon the pro-
gram, various aspects of a learn-
er's plan may be optional or nego-
tiable. Teachers and learners may
use a learning contract or other
device to record the objectives
or competencies agreed upon at the
outset. With some opportunity to
contribute to the learning process,
the learner may invest more respon-
sibility, effort, and commitment
to complete the program. If the
learner's goals change, the learn-
ing contract can be revised appro-
priately.

WHAT IS COMPETENCY-BASED
ADULT EDUCATION?

In competency-based adult edu-
cation, a focus on "life skills"
has been added to CBE. Rising.con-
cern about the problem of adult
illiteracy has prompted adult edu-
cators to push for "functional
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literacy," that is, literacy ass7-
ciated with adults' social rolgs.
The Adult Performance Level ( L)

Project at the University of 'Texas
at Austin and its associated/cur-
ricula have led the way to, an
integration of basic academic
skills and "life skills" such as
budgeting, using transportation,
and so on. This "life skills"
orientation is apparent in the
curriculum of the New York State
External Diploma Program and the
External Diploma Program in Bos-
ton. Because of the pervasiveness
of this model, adult educators
often believe that the "life
skills" orientation is intrinsic
to CBE, when in fact it represents
only one model of CBE.

What difference does this dis-
tinction make for GED programs?
Because of the predominantly aca-
demic content of the GED examina-
tion,GED instruction is quite
compatible with CBE but is much
less so with "life skills"-orient-
ed CBAE. While some questicns in
the Reading and Mathematics sec-
tion of the GED examinations are
relevant to adult daily living,
the vast majority of questions
are purely academic multiple-
choice and discrete items. To ef-
ficiently enable learners to pass
the examination, instruction must
address these skills. The question
is whether or not they should be
integrated with life skills.

WHY USE A CBE APPROACH
FOR GED PREPARATION?

CBE offers GED preparation pro-
grams several advantages:

--Learners learn only what they
need to learn, rather than "re-
viewing" everything. Those who are
able to "test out of" many com-
petencies finish quickly and take
GED examination sooner.

--Standards are objective and
"up front." They are theigame for
all learners, regardless of which
teacher is working with them.

This eliminates inconsistencies
in assessment.

--CBE can simplify record-keep-
ing within the program and can
improve accountability to funders.
Standardized assessments provide
objective, measurable data on
learner progress and achievement.

--Teachers can now use time
which has been needed for routine
lesson planning for goal-setting
with learners, rewarding success,
and doing creative lesson plan-
ning for the learners who( need4it
most.

-- CBE is easy for teachers
and'. learners to use. Once the
curriculum is in place, teachers,
tutors, volunteers, and learners
can all quickly find what they
need when they need it.

CBAE AND GED INSTRUCTION

One CBAE approach emphasizes
integrating life skills into GED
instruction. Elaine Shelton, for-
merly with the APL Project in
Texas, has written an article en-
titled "A Framework for Integra-
ting Functional Competencies into
GED Preparation," which argues
quite effectively for this posi-
tion and provides general advice
on how to achieve such an integra-
tion. Another approach, which Jobs
for Youth has chosen, is to in-
corporate into its objectives only
the skills actUlly tested by
GED examination. Life skills a e
viewed as important but largely
outside the ;cope of GED pre-
paration. This narrower focus hope-

.

fully provides more efficient,
faster preparation for the examin-
ation, which is what many of our
learners demand.

JOBS FOR YOUTH'S GED CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Jobs for Youth serves young
people 16 to 21 years old who have
left school without graduating.
When we decided to add GED in-
struction to our competency-
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based , work-related and basic
skills curriculuM, we searched
for an existing competency-based
curriculum. When we couldn't find
one, we decided to develop our
own. We began with eight basic
features of CBE:

1. Written, measurablP objec-
tives for the learners;

2. Variety.of learning activ-
ities and instructional materials;

3. Performance-based assess-
ments;' /

4: Pre- and pos-asseggMents
for each curriculum unit (compe-
tency) ;

5. No grades and no failure;
6. Individually paced instruc-

tion;
7. Open-entry, open-exit pro=

gram structure; and
8, Learner involvement in de-

fining what, when, and how to
learn.

To these we added:
9, Commercially available

pre- and post-assessments;
10. Commercially available

instructional materials;
11. Identification of recom-

mended and alternative instruc-
tional materials tied to each
objective;

12. Complete learner access to
all tests, recommended instruc-
tional materials, activity answer
keys, recommended lesson plans,
and procedures-X.Rr using them; and

13. Clear, simple records.

We wanted our curriculum to
be inexpensive, comprehensive,
and easy to use. At the same time
we wanted it to leave room for
substitution of alternative learn-
ing activities and assessments
by teachers. With teacher plan-
ning time at a premium, a high
degree of organization was nec-
essary. Our curriculum develop-
ment process was designed to a-
chieve tnese goals in the follow-
tng steps:

1) Draft a list of plausible
competency titles, with no more

than fifty titles in all.
2) Draft specific learner-

centered objective(s) for each
competency.

3) Identify (and modify, as
needed) pre- and post-assessments
for each competency from 'availa-
ble commercial materials. List
book titles and page and item
numbers for each assessment.

4) Identify by book titles
and page number5 all possible
learning activities a learner
could use to master each objec-
tive of each competency.

5) Get input on titles,
objectives, and choice of materi-
als from experienced GED prepara-
tion instructors.-

6) Revise the curriculum using
that input.

7) Develop a record-keeping
system to keep track of learner
progress and to guide the learner
through the curriculum.

8) Field-test the curriculum
and revise it as needed.

THE JOBS FOR YOUTH COMPETENCY-
BASED GED CURRICULUM

..
To draft the competency titles,

we used our knowledge of the GED
Practice Tests and a booklet
called "What Do the GED Tests
Measure?" by Wayne Patience and
Douglas Whitney, from the GED
Testing Service (available from
Cambridge Book Co.). We also
studied how major publishers of
GED instructional materials have
designed their instruction. Our
list of competencies (see Chart
1 at the end of this article)
reflects influences from all
these sources. In keeping with
Jobs for Youth's growing commit-
ment to teaching writing, and in
view of the probability that a
Writing Sample will be included
in the 1988 revision of the GED
examination, we included a com-
petency called "Writing Para,.
graphs."

The heart of the curriculum
is the Curriculum Guide (see
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Chart 2). This indexes the objec-
tives to commercially available
pre-'and post-assessments and in-
_st-ructIonat-materials, in each
case giving titles and page and
item numbers. In developing the
Guide, we decided to set an
across-the-board standard of 70%
as a passing score for all pre-
and post-assessments. This may
seem low for mastery learning,
but it is higher than the approx-
imately 60%*passing score on the
actual GED examination.

Two forms (see Charts 3 and 4)
comprise the record-keeping sys-
tem. The Competency Checklist
(Chart 3) serves as the permanent
record of learners' progress and
achievement. The Competency Guide
(Cliart 4) provides the objec-
tive(s) of the. competency to the
learner and indicates which of
them s/he needs to learn, based
on an item analysis of the recom-
mended pre-assessment. Ali item
analysis of the recommended post-
assessment is also included in
case the learner does not pass
,the post-assessment on the first
try.

OIELD-TEST RESULTS

The Jobs for Youth Competency-__
Based GED 'curriculum has been in
use since September, 1984. After

, nine months of field testing, the
' following problems have emerged:

--Some ' ompetencies and indi-
vidual aF ssments and activities
are roc _ono, too hard, or too
easy.

--Some objectives are too
broad.

--The Reading competencies
need to place 1.tore emphasis on
comprehension skill development.

--Some recommended assessments
don't "match" the recommended in-
structional materials as well as
they should.

--The curriculum as a whole
may often take a student longer
to get through than we (or s/he)

would like.

Despite these problems, the
curriculum has all the features
we wanted, and it seems to be
working well. Learners "test out
of" whole competency areas (groups
of competency areas such as
Science or Writing Skills) by
passing corresponding sections
of the Official GED Practice Test
with a core of 50 or higher.
Learners negotiate with teachers
and identify the competencies
they plan to achieve in order to
prepare for the'GED examination.
Teachers and learners agree on a
"target date "for, completion of
the learning contract.

1111111011111111111INMMINIMMINI

"Teachers do individually
tailored lesson planning only
as needed. instead, they tutor,
evaluate learner progress
through the curriculum, and
organize group work. Learners
are in charge of getting their
own pre- and post-
assessments, instructional
materials, and activity answer
keys."

Teachers do individually tailor-
ed lesson planning only as needed.
Instead, they tutor, evaluate
learner progress through the cur-
riculum,land organize group work.
Learners are in charge of getting
their own pre- and post-assess-
ments, instructional materials,
and activity answer keys. Since
all assessments and instructional
materials are non-consumable, we
do not have the expense of re-
placing curriculum materials.
Teachers and learners cooperate
to keep the Competency Guides
and Competency Checklists up to
date and accurate.
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Learners are motivated to "get"
competencies. They can see their
progress on the Competency Guides
and Competency Checklist, and they
can make decisions for themselves
about which competency to tackle
next. Each learner always has a
copy of the objective(s) of any
competency s/he is working on.

AVAILABILITY

After another revision, during
which we will address the problems
mentioned above, the curriculum
will be available to interested
programs in time for Fall 1985

implementation. The curriculum
package will include the complete
Curriculum Guide, all of the
Competency Guides, the Competency
Checklist, and a copy of each of
the dozen pre- and post-assess-
ments which are not commercially
available elsewhere.The curric-
ulum also comes with'up to eight
hours of technical assistance and
an ordering guide for the instruc-
tional materials referenced by the
Curriculum Guide. For further',
information, please contact
David Rosen, the Director of
EducationaiServices, at Jobs for
Youth, 312 Stuart St 3rd floor,
Boston, MA 02116 (617-338-0815).
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CHART 1

JOBS FOR YOUTH G.E.D. COMPETENCIES (E) JFY

[---RITING SKILLS SOCIAL STUDIES SCIENCE READING MATHEMATICS

Writing Paragraphs

Grammar and Usage

Sentence Structure
and Punctuation

Paragraph Logic
and Organization

Spelling

Capitalization

*Diction and Style

*--optional

Social Studies
Vocabulary

Graphs

Political Cartoons

Tables and Charts

Main Events in
U.S. History

Basic Political
Science _

Basic Economics

Basic Geography
and Maps

Basic Behavioral
Science

Basic Biology

Basic Earth
Science

Basic Chemistry

Basic Physics

.

Comprehension I

Comprehension II

Comprehension III

Basic General
Reading

Basic Practical
Reading

Basic Prose
Literature

Basic Poetry

Basic Drama

Reading Word
Problems

Fraction/Decimal
Word Problems
(+,-)

Fraction/Decimal
Word Problems
(x,;)

Fraction/Decimal
Word Problems
(+)-)x)!')

Using Proportions
to Solve Word
Problems

Percent Word
Problems

Measurement
Problems

Two-Step WOrd
Problems

Using Algebra to
Solve Word Problems

Test-Taking: Answering Questions on the G.E.D. Exam

Life Beyond the G.E.D.

5



CHART 2

TEST: WRITING SKILLS

COMPETENCY TITLE
MAIN OBJECIIVE
- SUB-OBJECTIVES PRE/POST ASSESSMENTS INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

(W2) Grammar and
Usage

Locate common errors,in
usage of the eight parts
of speech and common
grammar errors, with 70%
accuracy.

This is a sample page from the curriculum
guide. The curriculum guide is to be used
by teachers (and tutors) initially to
familiarize themselves with the curriculum,
and later as a reference guide to possible
instruction for specific objectives, in
case the standard assignment is inappropriate.

-Find errors in verb tense.

Pre: Cambridge Program
for the Writing Skills
Tet( CPWST),
"Predictor Test:
Grammar and Usage,"
p. 1-4

Post: CPWST,
"Simulate Test:
Grammar and Usage,"
p. 105-108

Pre: CPWST,'"Prd-
dictor Test: Grammar
and Usage," p. 1,
items 1,9,14,21

Contemporary's Writing,
Skills Workbook series

Contemporary's,Building
Basic Skills in Writing
(CBBSW)

ContempOrary's G.E.D.
Writing Skills Test

McGraw-Hill's Write and
Read_series and How to
Prepare for the Writing
Skills Test

CPWST

Kim Marshall Series,
English, Parts A and B

Steck:Vaughn's G.E.D.
Scorebooster 1: gevelop-
ing Writing Skills
(SVS1)

x ,
CPWST (Al) p. 19 36

Contemporary's G.E.D
Writing Skil" Test
(B1) , p. 40-55

SVS1 (D1), Lessons
7717-26, S9

CBBSW1 (B8)',
p. 75-35

x=standard learning
activity



CHART 3

JOBS FOR YOUTH G.E.D. COMPETENCY CHECKLIST
5+14de tf. .Teacher Afeei firr Closed i4
1. Wrt.-kirt Para ra

ra m

O
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4 e
3. 5cmhence 5_hrtic-Aire and 7YncluakIn
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5ocial studies Yoc4bidaty
6raphs

3. PoNk.4/ Cartloon5
rabies. and Claris
Main 4" veni-6 11.5. 1/15-1v91

Po /mica/ Science
1. .13 /C 4-conomics
I. 1 3 GeOley hy and Maps
9. ,basic Be&viaord/ science

. e ,

easic Ear4h Science

ummums#

3. Basic Chemis49/
Basic Physics
COM 'Sir

Comprehension fr
Co re henian

e dior

13a,5ic Prac-hic.a1 Reading
4.13a5ic Pro ,se 1,deral-are

Lasic

This is a copy of the
Competency Checklist, the
teacher's and, student's
permanent record of the
student's progress through
the curriculum. If a student
"tests out" of a competency,
either by achieving a score
of SO or higher on that part
of the G.E.D. Practice Test
or by passing the individual
competency pre-test, the
teacher enters the date in
the "Mastered" column. The
teacher enters the date of a
pre-test which is not passed
in the "Need Identined"
column, and the date the
first activity is started
in the "First Activity"
column. The column marked
"Calpetency Closed" is used
only when a student and
teacher agree not to include
a competency in the student's
curriculum, even if it has
already been identified as
needed.
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CHART 4

PATE:
cmpert-Alcv Gopg To:

GkAMAIA-1 AND VSA6E .1

PRE- re-Sr po s se 451_6 To: 1-5.4-RN //VG II GM /7"/E.5 PONE
Po 5-r- -TEST'
/re-Pis

6 q) /4) 2/ errors hi verb -Fem 5 cf.-

3, 6-,e,m, ED Fluid errors- 1,1 hjec.41-- ve.rb
13, ill, .23 ree ;rem

416)11)6; .n1 Ciid error5 h pro P un Use.
/9, 20j.Zi 2 75

p

2, /6 rind errors ih noun plciraIs
and posse5si ve5.

7111)17,22i rind errors in modiA(er use.
N

1

L_-j teachers and students as a ,ready -made lesson plan. It is first
used by a teacher after scoring a pre-test which a student has
not passed. In the left-hand column of the Guide, s/he circles
the numbers of items which were missed on the pre-test. If

and which standard learning activities the student should work

fewer than 70% of t4 items are correct for a given objective,
s/he checks the box marked "DO." This indicates which objective

on. The student keeps the Competency Guide in hi,s/her folder,
checking the box marked "DONE" as each activity is completed.

[111
When all identified learning .activities are completed, the
student takes the post-test. If s/he does not pass the post-
test, the missed items are circled in the right-hand column,
to determine which objective(s) still need work. The teacher
may then refer to the Curriculum Guide to identify alternative
activities.

gook A /, I). /9-3 4°

Book 41, p. -4,r

Book Ai, p. 56,- 70

ook 41,R.741-80

joo k AI, p. f3-96

This is a. sample Competency Guide. it is to be used by both

/10WaY/011014.* oft....111.0}11.0.0110.0ft.../....,...0.4.07..1.1.1
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A Counseling Model
for Adult ESL Students

STUART GEDAL
Cambridge Community Learning Center

Counseling has been an area
of great need and equally great
understaffing.in adult basic,
education. As early as 1966 and
1967, an Acadia Parish (Louis-
iana) pilot study on adult
education pointed out the
effectiveness of adult education
models with strong counseling
components, yet counseling
remains a rarity for many
programs.

ESL Programs now constitute
_ajmaj,or portion_of
basic education programs in
the US. Here in Massachusetts,
the ESL population fin our ABE
system continues td skyrocket.
ESL Counseling was /never
purposefully deveNOped or
designed, much like the growth
of ESL programs themselves. In
some ABE delivery systems, it
doesn't even exist. While
concerns for multicultural
counseling have grown, and
are increasingly integrated in
the course preparation that
MSW's and psychotherapists«.
must undertake, the kind of
ESL Counseling we*do in ABE
is unrecognized and all too
invisible to our colleagues.

(

This article will,try to
reveal and develop some ideas
about ESL Counseling. It is
based on practice as an ESL
Teacher', Counselor, and Pro-
gram Coordinator, as well as
on study, of the issues involved.
Some questions that need to be
asked are:

What kinds of c nseling
are necessary for anPadult
ESL program to succeed?

'Which student_needs_ca
an ESL counseling cop onent
really address?

How much counse,ing do
ESL students ceive in
ABE programs,. (versus
that avail 61e to non-
ESL stud ts) ?

# /
/
2

How qd ES.I., counselors fit
into/ESL program design?

, .

./,.'ow can ESL counselors
'affect ESL program design
and the way an adult
learning center relates
to the community in which
it exists?
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ESL teachers, a especially
the first teacher a student
works with and ets to know,
play a special role in the
adult studentjs transition
to a new cul,ture and a new
community. Students often

92{
become ex remely attached to
their t cher, in part because
the teacher may well be the
first/North American or
Eng3Ash- speaker the adult learner
cad enjoy as a friend. The

udent's trust of the teacher
/grows along°with his or her

. / ability to communicate. The
/student begins to share with
this new-found friend many of
the day-to-day problems she or

t
he is experiencing.

Most ESL teachers are enthu-
siastic to begin with, and they
become even more energized by
the show of trust and faith
from the students. Very often,
the teacher begins to pick up
some of the tasks that are
suggested by conversations
with students, tasks that in
other settings would fall to
social workers and advocates.
The teacher may find that she or
he is making two or three phcne
calls every day for one sttdent
.Or another. Small, seemingly
concrete preibaems, such as
eligibility for childcare,
fuel assistance, or housing
subsidies, require obtaining
the response of complex
bureaucracies or the knowledge
of some pretty obscure bits
of information.

Gedal-- 864 --ESL Counseling

As the next cycle of classes
approaches, the teacher may
resolve to be more deched from
the students. Teachers know
there should be some place for
students to go with their real
needs for help, information,
an friendship. Teachers with
a 611 load of classes and
curriculum responsibilities may

not be able to devote the kind
of time that is needed to "de-
liver the goods" for this kind
of adult problem-solving.

ESL Counseling is a resporise
to this need for a division of
labor in the adult learning
center. It also responds to
the built-in inadequacies in
program design. ESL may have
grown by leaps and bounds over
the last decade, but total
resources devoted to it have /

not always grown in proportion.
A full-time ABE/GED counselor
may serve 100 students, for
example, while a half-time ESL
counselor may be serving 200
students.

ESL STUDENT NEEDS

ESL students approach the
ABE/ESL program with a wide
variety of needs and expecta-
tions. The needs reflect
different lifeskill levels,
the circumstances of immigration,
and the nature of their language-
group community as it is devel-
oping here in the US. Age, £3u-
cational level in, the native
language, family obligations,
and immigration status are
just some of the many factors
that may also vary widely
from student to student. We
can begip,.though, by looking
at some common needs often
expressed by ESL students who
approach teachers or counselors
for help:

, .Housing -- Finding apartments,
particularly for families, is
especially hard in the Boston-
area's tight housing market.
Racial barriers complicate lang-
uage problems for Third World
immigrants, and high rents
increase the burden on poorly-
paid newcomers. FiTusing con-
ditions may be poor), with the/
i individual or famil,y,
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lacking even the few effective
tools to obtain repairS (such

4.
as withholding rent) that are,
more available to native
English speakers.

-Childcare gamily based
or center-based care is expen-
sive and difficult to find. In
addition, traditional family
values often state that children
should be cared for within an
extended family and women
should not work outside of
the home. Traditional values
about work and daycare may
thus delay a woman's entry
into the labor market, even
when low wages make a second
family income a financial
necessity. Personal counseling
and advocacy to find affordable,
quality childcare may be
helpful here.

- Job Search Skills -- The
needs here are obvious, bothi,
for full-time and part-time
jobs.

-Job Related Problems --
Students need help with the
translation and interpretation
of job-related situations con-
cerning accidents, safety or
health hazards, pay issues,
etc. They need to hear, per-
ha.ps in class, the kinds of
conversations that are used
in on-the-job disputes ("What
did the boss really want?"
"What did my words really
mean?")

- Immigration Issues -- Updates
in rules and eligibilities,
getting docUments for fatally
members who want to come to the
US, translation of documents,
and knowing when to get good
legal counsel are some of the
tasks involved here.

.Effective Schooling -- Con-
fusing grade levels, poor

English-language assessments,
failure to diagnose learning
disabilities, and lack of
awareness of particular problems
that children are having in the
family or in school all combine
to influence children's class-
room performance. A parent's
well-founded confusion and
concern for his or her chid
may well be affecting the
parent's performance in an ABE/ESL
program.

-Health Services -- Students
need to know the types of /

services that are available from
clinics rather than through
expensive emergency rooms, which
clinics have bilingual staffs
and which places provide
dental, hearing, and eye
exams. They need to know about
generic drugs and ..o be aware
of the dangers of medications
during pregnancy.

- Further Education -- This
would include access to more
intensive English instruction
and vocational or post-secondary
level training.

- Family Issues -- This partic-
ularly concerns the tensions
created by role changes as
parents become dependent on
children (since children learn
English more quickly),and as men
become interdependent with
women fc4 family income (and
in some cases, for help with
their English).

QUALITIES OF AN ESL COUNSELOR

If the Counselor's job des-
cription is largely generated
by this list of student
needs, the ESL Counsleor more
closely resembles an advocate
and paralegal than a traditional
counselor in a school setting.
Individual counseling skills,
such as the kind developed
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in preparing for a career in
school cdunseling, can be
important here, but the
title "Counselor" shouldn't
-throw us off in looking for
someone who is a real hybrid
and a somewhat energetic

learn-
ing

at that. The adult learn-
ing Center's needs should not
be overlooked here either;
for example, teachers are
often not given the time to
develop or do assessments
or to look at how grouping'
and regrouping students needs
to be done.

The ESL Program needs some-
one who can communicate directly,
with the students about the
purpose and goals of the
learning center and the ESL
program in particular. It,

also needs someone who can
accurately assess each
student's ability in English
and place that person in
a good spot in the program
where his/her learning will
be maximized. The program
also needs someone who
can begin to deal with the
overload of both survival
needs and friendship that
maybe directed at the class-
room teachers. There is a
need, too, for someone to be
an "eye", to see when student
needs and issues outside of
school are interfering with
the student's progress toward
his or her goals.

One crucial factor in ESL
Counseling will be language.
Thq Counselor h(is to have
competency/fluency in at
least one ofthe major
language,groups in the
program. ThetESL Counselor wil
also have to be able to take
a "case 144rk" approach to
many of the problems he or
she faces w7they'll have to
stayiwith a problem over

weeks, possibly months, before
:th problem is resolved.

111111111111111111111111111201111111110MIMICIIIIMINI11111/

"Adult ESL students are com-
ing from cultures or parts of
societies in which the kind of
institutionalized `helping' func-
tion served by social workers,
advocates, or counselors is
fairly limited or non-existent.
One of the dlpects of
American life that ESL
students are learnig
about...is that it's acceptable
to seek help from relative
strangers in certain situations."

1- This kind of work will also
require the person to develop
a personal network of contacts
in related soolal and community-
based organizations, as well
as a sense of how an ABE
\program fits into this backdrop
of government and private
agencies. This. network of
contacts would hopefully be
institutionalized, so that
eventually it comes to belong
to the ABE center as a whole and
to the students the center
serves.

The Counselor. position also
requires someone who is willing
to work at becoming visible in the
ABE center and in the immigrant
community. Adult ESL .students
are coming from cultures or
parts of societies in which,
the kind of institutionalized,
"helping" function served
by social workers, advocates,
or counselors is fairly limited ,

.pr non-existant. One of the
.aspects of American life that ESL
students are learning about by
functioning as apart of an ESL
program is that it's .acceptable
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/
to seek help frqm relative
strangers in certain situ-

_ ations. Counselor visi-
bility helps s'tudents to make
the leap of atking for help.
A teacher's uggestion to
"Go see the counselor" may
not be enou, h.

Some p
a counsel
include:

tential-dources of
r such as this might

-ESL teachers with whom
igrants seem comfort-

le.

- ommunity organizers/
activists who seethe
/social aspects of the
students' problems and V
who are aware of the nAe
to persist in trying to
get services to students.

-Prevocational-skills
teachers who may not have
strong EST., backgroungs, but
who may be very aware of
the' relationship between
language skills and place-
ment in training or job
opportunities. Previous
work with outside agencies
may provide a personal net-

.work of referrals for stu-
dents. Work in job train- /

ing may provide a basis
for important input into
-erie7ESL program, as Well as
good reality counseling for
studerits with unrealistic
..expectations of what the
ESL program can do for
them.

There are certainly also
other pools of people in and,
around A8E/ESL programs who
could be recruited'for coun-
seling tasks.' One realistic
way for prograMs to think
about creating a counselor
postion is by shifting teach-
ing loads around so as to

1

free-up some time for someone
already working in the adult
learning center's program.
Creating the time and the role
and then picking the right
person to fill that role may
allow the center to-sae how
students respond to the
presence of a counselor and will
give teachers an opportunity to
think about how'counseling can
make instluction more effective.

ASPECTS OF THE COUNSELING ROLE

One role played by the
counselor in some centers is
that of "beoker" between an
approach to language.learning
based on grammar skill compe-
tencies and an approach based on
survival skill competencies.

bne tendency for thote of
us with strong teaching back-
grounds in ESL is.to define and/
refine skill levels according

'

to the student's ability to use
particular grammatical structu es.
While survival skills are
integrated into the topics
we might-choose in teaching
grammar, vocabulary, and
other traditional ESL skills,
we rarefy place students at a
given level or define-their role
in termspf competency in adult
survival skills. The counselor
may be familiar with the tradi-
Eional measures of EL ability,
since he or she administers
the intake and placemel$ system
for the learning center; but
thip.person should definitely
possess a keen sense of the
kinds of everyday skills"that '

students need to know to get
along outside the environment
of/the ABE/ESL program4 The
counselor is thus ien.a good
position to act as a resource
for the teaching/ staff regard-
ing survival skills and to help
work out a balance between
grammar and survival skill needs.
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A COUNSELING MODEL
FOR ADULT ESL STUDENTS

STUDENTS
Initial Contact
Interview & Placement
Establish Goals
Survival Counseling

(Advocacy)
Level Assessment &

Advancement
Workshops & Survival

Classes
Transition to GED/

Diploma or ABE
Program

STAFF
Placement and Advancement

Criteria
Curriculum Input

(especially survival
skills)

Publicizing External
Resources

Liaison with ABE/GED,and
Diploma Teachers

Planning with ABE/GED and
Diploma Counselors

7c4
E S L

UNSELOR

PUBLIC/-COMMUNITY

//---

Outreach & Recruitment
Liaison with Community Agencies

(particularly in immigrant &
refugee communities)

Liaison with other ESL Programs
Liaison with Social Service Agencies
Dissemination of Center Curriculum
Feedback to Learning Center from

Social Service Agencies
Joint Planning with Agencies to

Integrate Services
Workshops for Teachers & Counselors

by Staff of Outside Agencies
Feedback on ESL Curriculum from Outside
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(One attempt has been made to
correlate ESL program levels
in ABE learning centers with
adult survival skills that
students in each level have
the linguistic) ability to
master. This particular
matrix in grammar/vocabulary
skills and adult competencies
is a reflection of teaching
goals for six ABE/ESL programs
here in Massachusetts.. See:
Gedal, Tsapatsaris, La Prade,
et al, "Minimal Teaching Points-
Adult ESL". Massachusetts
Department of Education. Quincy,
MA. 1982.)

The existence of this kind
of role for the counselor
presupposes a relatively
democratic teaching and
planning environment in the
learning center. The counselor
and the teachers need a setting
where the kind of interplay
for mapping out levels,
doing good intakes, and solving
curriculum issues (such as
the survival skills/grammar
level match) can take place on
a regular basis.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

A second set of relationships
that can evolve from ESL coun-
seling involves the public and
community face of the adult
learning center and its ESL
program. The' counselor is
constantly in touch with a
group of agencies whose special-
ized job is to provide the
services that ESL learners need.
Tenants' organizations, public
housing agencies, WIC intake
workers, community clinics,
and multipurpose agencies
that serve particular language
groups will probably be
hearing again and again
from ESL counselors. Much
as ABE counselors get to know
the admissions and financial

aid workers at nearby community'
colleges and training programs
and soon begin to receive mail
and phone calls when those insti-
tutions are recruiting; the
ESL counselor makes the adult
learning center visible to
the agencies in which he or she
advocates for students.

An intangible sense that
the immigrant population is
growing is widespread in-this
state's network of social service
and community-based agencies.
A learning center staffer who
is plugged into this network
gives this sense a place to
"land" and crystalize. One
result can be that more community
organizations begin to think
about how to respond to the
needs of the growing proportion
of their own clients who are
non-English speakers. For
example, some agencies may
decide they'll be turning to
ABE/ESL programs for technical
assistance and collaboration
arrangements to provide these
classes.(An ESL counselor,
experienced in making different
levels mesh inside an adult
learning center, may be
especially helpful to community-
based classes trying to maximize

' the number of levels offered
and the degree of continuity
between them). Training programs,
such as those related to Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA)
agencies, have also begun to re-
cognize the need for low-lek.rel
ESL. Vocational and prevocational
programs are increasingly
providing lower levels of
language teaching than those
which lead directly into voca-
tional preparation.

The ESL counselor doesn't
exactly create this awareness,
of course. For the most part
he or she provides a channel
for information to flow in both
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directions, letting the com-
munity know that adult learn-
ing centers exist and care
about the problems that their
ESL' students face and letting
the learning center staff
hear about the world the
students must survive in and
the services available to
them.

1111111111111111111111

"Cultural differences between
language groups are matched

- by differences within language
groups. These are characteriz-
ed by styles and behaviors that
differ between countryside and
city, between social classes,
between generations, and bet-
ween traditional and modern
sectors of a given country."

111111111NWIIIIIINIIIMMIXININ

UNDERSTANDING STUDENTS

Thirdly, the ESL counselor
can be a "window" on the students
for the rest of the teaching
staff. The range of needs and
learning styles among stu-
dents is enormous. Cultural
differences between language
groups are matched by differ-
ences within language groups.
These are characterized by
styles and behaviors that
differ between countryside
and city, between social
classes, between generations,
and between traditional and
modern sectors of a given
country. The counselor needs
to develop and share differing
expectations (or perhaps
no expectations) of the be-
havior of students from par-
ticular countries or lan-
guage groups. Differing
class and educational back-
grounds, for example, may
create in two people from
the same country some very
different views of American

0
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culture, very different reasons
why students are here in the US,
and very different ideas on how
long they think they'll stay.

The counselor, as the person
with the most "out of class"
time with the adult learner,
can be a valuable resource for
teachers and the program as
a whole in identifying and
defining some behavioral
and learning styles of adult
ESL learners. These may include:

Students with enthusiasm and
high expectations who may
burn out quickly because
class hours are too few or
learning the language
proves more difficult than
they thought it would be.

-Students who are distant and
"cool" toward the ABE/ESL
program because their class
background, years of schooling
and belief in traditional
education have given them a
very hierarchical value
system; ABE/ESL isn't per-
ceived as offering enough
for them.

yStudents with few years of
schooling and low-level
learning skills who have
very traditional learning
styles in class (copying,
repetition, and other passive
activities) and who need
special support both in and
out of the class to become
involved enough in the
relatively democratic style .

of the ESL classroom to make
meaningful break-throughs
in language learning.

-Students who have been in the
US for any number of years,
are basically self-taught in
English, and may even have
slipped through the learning
center's intake process and
be signed up for GED classes;
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their informal English
is superb, if not, always
"correct", but more formal
skills are needed, partic-
ularly in writing and
spelling, to begin GED or
diploma' preparation or to
gain admission to a train-
ing program.

-Students who are older the
majority of whom are. female --
for whom ESL classes arP of
great importance, as are
social relationships with
their teachers; coming to
the learning center is an
important touchstone for
other daily routines and
for affirming a personal
sense of purpose.

The counselor has to spot
these kinds of styles and some-
how be sure that teachers see
them, too. The counselor
needs to be sensitive to
these different styles in
making specific class assign-
ments (Which of two possible
classes in a-given level should
a student be assigned to?) or
in proposing changes in pro-
gram design (How many classes ,

to offer? Whicill levels? What
skills to cover in each level?).
Creating a counseling position
helps to make sure these issues
get raised when teachers and/
or program administrators meet
to make planning and program
design decisions.

AN OPTION WORTH CONSIDERING

ESL Counseling involves an
investment of resources that
are most likely now being used
to provide direct classroom-
teaching hours to adult ESL
students. The trade-offs
for clearing some hours for
a counselor or investing

the "development time" to fund
a new counseling position are
well worth it. Better assessment
and placement, better student
goal-setting and monitoring
or progress and attendance,
and hopefully an improved
sensitivity to teaching adult
lifeskills will result. Th-.

ESL program will be much stronger,
and filled-up seats in existing
classes may replace slots
lost when some teaching hours
are cut down. Increased recog-
nition in the immigrant community
and greater visibility, under-
standing, and support from the
social service world are also
potential benefits for Lhe adult
learning ("enter that invests
in an ESL counselor. More
needs to be said and thought
about this important function in
ABE/ESL, and we need to hear
from teachers, administrators,
and aides, as well as from the
immigrant communities, including
our students.
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Making Things Clear
A Program Handbook
Really Written for Students

ELAINE SCHEAR
Women, Inc./WEAVE

Although I began' writing the
WEAVE External Diploma Program
Handbook presented on the follow-
ing pages with the goal of de-
mystifying the*EDP process for
the students, it has helped staff

.......members to unravel the procedures
and requirements, as well. The
format is an outgrowth of the
questions most frequently asked
by students in trying to under-
stand how the'EDP works and in
making decisions about whether
or not the EDP was appropriate
for them. (Formerly there had
been no description of the EDP
for student use. Students had
to gather information orally from
program assessors, who themselves
often worked without comprehen-
sive guidelines from the Boston
Public Schools.)

Due to the complexity of some
of the procedures, I had to decide
how much detail to provide. I

chose to write fairly simply and
to supplement the handbook with
workshops. At WEAVE these work-
shops, at which the handbook is
given to each prospective EDP
student, are presented by myself
together with one or more EDP

graduates or prospective gradu-
ates and are devoted entirely to
the External Diploma Program.
Each student keeps the handbook
for reference. It is meant to
be a tool and is never presented
to a prospective EDP,,student
without further counseling, ques-
tion-answering, and elaboration
about the diploma program. The
content, of course, changes as
the EDP evolves, and I have al-
ready had to alter a few points
in what I originally wrote.

I believe that this format is
transferable to other program
needs, such as describing a par-
ticular program component or
overall program structure to in-
coming students. I am interested
in working on other handbook-like
projects that serve to make life
inside a literacy program more
comfortable and less threatening

Ifor students. would be inter-
ested in working with anyone or
any program with these same
goals.
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